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Lecture I: Introduction and Formalism

Lecture III: Implications and Future Programs 1 Introduction

Polarized lepton-nucleon scattering provides information on the spin structure of

1. CERN versus SLAC ................... 66 the proton and neutron. The experimental breakthrough in the field came in

2. The Quark Spin Content Au, Ad, and As .......... 69 1972, when a group from Yale University pioneered the production of polarized

3. Polarized Strange Sea .................. 72 electron beams using the principle of photoionization of electrons from polarized

4. Gluons and Orbital Angular Momentum .......... 74 alkali atoms. 1 The difficulty of producing a polarized electror beam prior to this

fairly late development was driven by the inability to polarize electrons through

5. A Perturbative QCD Violating Model ........... 76 Stern-Gerlach techniques due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. 2 Polarized

6. Nuclear Uncertainties ................... 78 atomic beams from the Stern-Gerlach discovery had long been deveioped.

7. Testing the Bjorken Sum rule ............... 85 The first experiment 3 to scatter elastically polarized electrons at low energies

8. Low-Energy Spin Physics ................. 93 off polarized hydrogen is an instructive example of polarized leptor.-nucleon scat-

9. Future Programs ..................... 96 tering. In this experiment, a polarized beam of Cesium atoms is stripped of its

electrons and accelerated into the beam transport line (see Fig. 1). The electron

9.1 ttERMES at DESY ................. 96 beam is directed into a polarized hydrogen beam injected into an interaction
9.2 SMC at CERN ................... 100

Polarized _ Hydrogen Oven FaradayCup Mott
9.3 Experiments E-143, E-154, and E-155 at SLAC .... 102 j-

Hydrogen Six-PoleMagnet [ : / Gold Foil Analyzer

10. Conclusions ....................... 105 Source --_/Solenoid 1_ _,!_.._Detectors

References ....................... ] 07 Nl J Hydrogen Spin I j Accelerationto 100 keV

n _ / RotatorCoils _ j Wien FilterSpin Rotator

;e';::''° P:'°
Beam j Accelerationto 6 keY

== ,

Faraday PN W,.pl_ Chopper j BendingMagnet

Cup Pet ' Electron Source

.coo,ora onkklr
to 1 keV _ Deceleration to 1 keV Cs Oven._ From 1 keV QuarterIon Detector--/ Wave Plate
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j_ HelmholtzCoi Polarizerionization Reglonj j _ uv FilterQuadrupole

Mass Analyzer Cs Beam Monitor" __l_

NiSO2 Filter_.... --'_1000 W Hg-Xe Lamp 12-93
7585A1

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for polarized electron polarized hydrogen
elastic scattering experiment.
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region, where the scattered hydrogen ions are detected. The motivation for the

1

experiment was to study in a simple process spin-dependent scattering and spin-

dependent interactions. "Theoretically, electron-hydrogen elastic scattering is the S0in ½

simplest and most fundamental of all electron-atom collision problems. Nonethe-

less, it cannot be solved in closed form." The results are presented in Fig. 2.

Large asymmetries in the scattering are observed and compared to theoretical 12_3

predictions. The theoretical models vary enormously in their predictions and the Proton or Neutron 7S85A3

experimental results disagree with all models, which is typical in the field of spin- Fig. 3. Pictorial of Quark Patton Model constituents in the nucleon.
dependent scattering.

The primary goal of high-energy deep inelastic scattering of polarized lep-
i ! ! i ! ! ! !

1.0 I ' I ' tons by polarized nucleons is to study tile internal spin structure of the pro-

I (J'uz_""\ 1 ton and neutron. It has long been known that the nucleon has substructure (see

0.8 Fig. 3). The questions being asked here include:

0.6 t_/ih) 'k_,\ o Do quarks carry the spin of the nucleon?

A -t'-x__ AV,_x__., o What is the distribution of the nucleon spin between the different

0.4 - '" \'%. ¢bl-k "3_ "-_(0\x'k_k)-_'L' '_'"'--_ -- quark flavors?

(g__.,,_) o What is the role of the orbital angular momentum of the constituents in

0.2 _ "__d the nucleon?o What role do the gluons play?
0 i i i i I _ Ill i _

20 50 100 200 o Does QCD adequately account for the behavior of the nucleon spin'?

_,, Energy(eV) ,_,_ The answers to these questions require input ranging from nuclear physics to the

Fig. 2. Results on asymmetry versus energy for elastic scat- current algebra of quarks, from the atomic and solid-state physics of polarized

tering experiment. For references to theoretical models, targets and polarized beams to high-energy particle physics detectors. This lecture

see Ref. 3. series is divided into three parts. The first lecture reviews the formalism of deep

Energies for scattering polarized leptons off polarized nucleons extend from inelastic scattering and how it is applied to polarized lepton-nucleon scattering.
It discusses some of the foundational theoretical work which motivated the field

the 1 eV level, as just discussed, to the 200 GeV level from polarized rouen scat-

tering at CERN. These lectures will concentrate on polarized electron nucleon and identified the language for interpreting the experimental results. While the

scattering at high energies, greater than 10 GeV. Low-energy polarization exper- formalism of polarized deep inelastic scattering has been reviewed previously by

iments are discussed here only to the extent that they aid in understanding the Fred Gilman, 4 the language is somewhat outdated. The second lecture focuses
on experimental techniques and presents results on experiments which have been

high-energy results. These lectures will concentrate on physics provided by scat-
performed up to the end of 1993. Crucial to the experimental developments have

tering polarized leptons off polarized targets. Experiments with neutrino beams
been the large role played by solid state and atomic physics. The third lecture

(which are naturally polarized) and experiments with polarized electrons scat- addresses the theoretical implications of the results and the difficulties faced in

tering off unpolarized targets (which are used in the study of electroweak parity interpreting the results. The goal of this lecture series is both to educate the
violation) are not discussed.

nonexpert and to review the status of the field.
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2 Unpolarized Deep Inelastic Scattering The cross section for unpolarized deep inelastic scattering can be described

by two "structure functions" (W1 and H;_) that are flmctions of only x and Q2:Deep inelastic fixed target experiments scatter high-ener_, (E) lepton beams of

electron, muons, and neutrinos off targets, detect the scattered lepton, and mea- d2a a 2 cos 2 (8/2)
- [W2 + 2I,Vl tan 2 (0/2)] . (1)

sure its angle of deflection (8) and its outgoing energy (E') (see Fig. 4). Fl"om the d_ dE' 4E 2 sin 4 (8/2)

three measured quantities E, E', and 8, one can extract three independent scaling Here a is the fine structure constant and _ is the solid angle available for the

variables Q2 x, and y where the scaling variables are given by scattered leptons.

Q'2 = 4EE' sin2[0/2] , Knowledge of the structure functions I4_ and W2 is sufficient to calculate

x = Q2/2M(E - E') , scattering rates for an)" deep inelastic experiment with proton and neutron targets.

y = [E - E']/E . Experiments using polarized beams and targets require only small modifications

_Dete_or i_ to these rates, since the effects of polarized scattering is relatively small compared

' to the unpolarized case. For calculating electron scattering rates in order toI

Primary Beam I estimate factors such as spectrometer performance, knowledge of the unpolarized
E ] scattering cross sections is sufficient.

12-93

Target 75_ The language and conventions that describe unpolarized structure functions

Fig. 4. The variables E, E _. and 0 as defined in fixed have evolved with time. Historically, WI and I;fi"2were denoted as the unpolarized

target deep inelastic: scattering experiments, structure functions. Bjorken '5 postulated that these structure functions taken at

high momentum transfer Q2 and high virtual photon energy transfer u = E- U

Here. M is the nucleon mass. In the Quark Parton Model (see Fig. 5), these three become functions (FI and F2) of only x.
variables have a simple meaning. In the view that deep inelastic scattering is a

process describing the scattering of a lepton off a quark in the nucleon via the MWI(u, Q2) ---, Fl(x) .

exchange of a virtual photon, Q2 is the four-momentum of the virtual photon, x u_4_(u, Q2) _ F2(x) .
is the fraction of the total xmcleon momentum carried by the struck quark, and y

is the fraction of incoming ener_" carried by the virtual photon. A simple relation developed by Callan and Gross 6 between F1 and/72 emerges in
the naive Quark Parton Model,

E F2(x) = 2x_(z) (2)

In today's language, results are usually presented as a mixture of the old conven-

tion. The two structure functions nov,- quoted in most papers or review articles

are given as F2(x, Q2) and R(x, Q'2), where R measures the deviation of F1 and
F2 at finite Q2 from the Callan-Gross relation,

P F2(x, Q2) [ Q2]R(x,Q 2) = 2xFl(x.Q__ ) 1+-_ -1 . (3)12-9,3 Nucleon 7585A4

and

Fig. 5. Scaling variables in lepton-nucleon scattering. F2(x, Q2) = uI4,_(x, Q2) . (4)
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From F2 and R, one can extract W] and t_ and calculate scattering cross sections, o SLACExp. (1989) o BCDMS _ R - ModelFitto Data
• E 140 • EMC --- R (QCD + Target Mass)

Modern results on F2 for the deuteron from CERN 7 and R from SLAC 8 are A CDHSW ........ R (QCD)
presented in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The ratio R is dimcu]t to measure with 0.5

.... I _. .... I ....... j ......._ i ........... I ....... I,,

precision, since it represents the small difference between two structure functions, 0.4-''L t X-o,,_ m_ X= 0.475 -

From the scattering cross section, it is straightforward to calculate the number R0.2 " ,_,

of scattered electrons per energy E'. The total number of scattered electrons at '

aparticularenergyis 0.1] _ --. ------. '_---'_---_" _ .
N= IbpLNA_d2a. (5) 0 _ " "" 2"-"-'_"

-0., , ,,,, ..... , ,,,,,,, ....... , ,, :..,.!, ....... ,
Here Ib is the number of incident electrons, p is the target density, L is the target 0.5 1 5 10 50 0.5 1 5 10 50

length. NA is Avogadro number, fl is the spectrometer solid angle, and d2a is the ,2-_ O 2 O 2 ,sss,,

double differential scattering cross section with energy and solid angle. A useful Fig. 7. The longitudinal-to-transverse structure function ratio R as
mnemonic for calculating the density of target nucleons is a function of Q2 for two values of x.

Number of target nucleons / cc = pNA , Consider the following example: If one scatters a 50 GeV electron beam with

with p in units of gm/cc, a current of 1 /_A off a 1-cm-long hydrogen (Z = i) target with a density of

1 gm/cc and detects the scattered electrons in a 1 rnsr spectrometer set up at 7°.

how many scattered electrons per second are observed with energies between lO
,,,,i , i 1,1,,,I , , i,,,,.I i ,,,,,,lr,,,i, ! t i11,i I , i i l.lll| , i ii,I

. Deuteron , x = 0.008 (a) .J_. e.__.t-,,z:_r_ x = 0.09 (b) and 11 GeV?
• NMC /_ ( x 4.0 ) |[ _ ( x 7.5)& SLAC / 0 019-=; |

I:1BCD_/ _ ( X"3.2--) |_J_- . _ 0.11 The kinematics are well defined, and give tim values of I.V_.and I,t_. For the/,_,,**_'"- ( x5.2) above conditions,,_ / 0.o175 / 0.14
1 , Y' / _ (x2.5) 4_ (x3.7) Q2 = 4- 50 GeV- 10.5 GeV-sin2(7°/2) = 7.8 GeV 20.18

i # (x2.0)

p'_ o.oas :_ o.z2s z - -

d _ (xl.5) (xl.7) 2Mu 2(0.938 GeV) (50 GeV - 10.5 GeV) = 0.11 .
./_, 0.050 "_n_,,_ ' - (0£_7._) From Figs. 6 and 7, one can read off the values of F2(x, Q2) and R(x, Q2) at these

_,_ __ (X 1.2) _'_;_l_Jc_3,a'_ O"35 values of x and Q2 '
tt 0.070 , _'o ( x 1.0)

0.1 _4"" = j__ ( x 1.0 ) Deuteron_,.

• . _ ' a"SLAc•NMCBcDMIsI'_.i _x°S°l.O ) F2(0.11, 7.8) _ 0.35 , R(0.11, 7.8) _ 0.1 ,
I11| _[I I IIIIII I I I I t II1| I I I I I1 III I I I I IIII1| I I I IIIIII --I_1] I I I 11

and extract W] and W2,1 10 100 1 10 100

,2-_ Q2 (GeM2) rsss_ W1 F1 _ 1.5 W2 F9= -- • = - _ 0.009
M u '

Fig. 6. Structure function F2 of the deuteron versus Q2 for different values of x. applying F1 ._ F2/2x(1 + R).

9
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The scatteri,,g cross section [ Eq. (1)]. is Polarized

(1/137)2 c°s2(7/2)- [0.009 + 2(1.5)tan2(7/2)] . [ Targ__ D_!te_!o_rJ_
d2cr m 4. (50 G,'V) 2 sin'l(7/2) PolarizedBeam E i

e, IJ

Nuinerically. this gives _

d2cr ,_ 7.7 x 10 .6 GeV -2 sr -1 = 3 x 10 -33 cm2/sr, _2-93 7585A8
Fig. 8. Spin orientations of beam and targets in

using the conversion factor that 1 GeV -2 = 3.89 x 10 .28 cm 2. The number of polarized lepton polarized nucleon scattering.

scattered electrons [Eq. (5)] per second with energies between 10 and 11 GeV

detected by the spectrometer is Here crI'T, a II, and a T--.correspond to the scattering cross sections with beam

and target spins parallel, antiparallel, or at 90° to one another. Like W] and W2,1()-(_A
A_ _ .... --, _c,

1.6 x 10 -19 A/e- 1gm/cc I cm 6x 1023 10.3 sr • 3x 10 .33 cm2/sr . these structure functions scale at high Q2. As Q2

The result becomes M2u G1 (u, Q2) --, gl (x) , and Mu 2G2(u, Q2) --. g2(x) . (8)

P,_ _ 11 electrons/second Modern convention presents results in terms of structure functions gl(x, Q2)

This example is typical of the zeroth-order calculations done in deep inelastic and g2(x, Q2), which are dimensionally the same as the gl and g2 defined above.

scattering. It should be emphasized that this is an over-simplified case. In reality, Since the difference between the various spin-dependent cross sections are

issues such as radiative corrections (Sec. 3.1) must be taken into account, which usually quite small, the formalism of spin-dependent deep inelastic scattering

complicates the situation significantly, experiments has developed around the use of a_ymmetries or the difference over

the sum of the scattering cross sections. Tim next section describes the various

3 Polarized Deep Inelastic Scattering types of spin-dependent asymmetries which appear in the literature.

Deep inelastic scattering experiments using polarized lepton beams off polarized 3.1 Asymmetries in Spin-Dependent Deep Inelastic

targets provide information on the spin structure function of the nucleon. 9 These Scattering
experiments typically measure differences between the scattering cross sections for

the case where the beam and target spins are in various orientations (see Fig. 8). The goal of most deep inelastic spin-dependent scattering experiments today is to

The relationship between the spin-dependent scattering cross sections and the nu- extract the virtual photon nucleon asymmetries AI(X, Q2) and A2(x, Q2), where

cleon spin-dependent structure functions has a parallel formalism to the unpolar- A1 refers to the difference in scattering cross sections for the case where the virtual

ized case. Once again, there are two primary spin structure functions Gl(x, Q2) photon and nucleon spins are parallel versus antiparallel,

and G2(x, Q2) (analogous to I4_ and W2) and the scattering cross sections and d2aT_ _ d2crH

the spin structure functions are related by, 1°-12 A1 = d,2aTi + d2crT; . (9)

d2cr;_ d2aT¢' - 4rca2 [M(E + E'cosO)G!(Q 2,u) -Q2 G2(Q2 u)] , (6) Similarly, the transverse asymmetry A2 represents the comparison in which the
dQ 2du dQ '2dl" Q 2E2 nucleon target spin is transverse to the photon spin,

and d2o.T--,_ d2al--.

d2aT_ d2ai_._, 47ra2E I A2 = d2aT__* 4- d2a _--' " (10)
- sinO[MCl(Q2, u)+ 2EG2(Q2, v)] . (7)dQ2d_, dQ2du Q2E2

lO 11



(i+_
¢ = qk--_--j , (16)

where e characterizes the virtual photon polarization,

1

1+ 2 1 + _ tan 2

The depolarization factor D is a pure QED factor and has a simple inter-

pretation. It can be divided into two multiplicative terms, the first representing
the angle ¢ between the virtual photon and the struck nucleon, and the second

representing the polarization p_ of the virtual photon in the interaction. The

Fig. 9. Coordinate system for polarized lepton-nucleon scattering, scattering angle ¢ and polarization p_ can be extracted from kinematics,

In practice, the virtual photon does not have 100% polarization (even if the cos ¢ - E - E'e v_ -- e2and P'_ -
Ex/_-_ ' 1 + eR ' (18)

lepton does!), nor does it scatter head-on. Even if the lepton scatters head-on, where R is once again the ratio of longitudinal-to-transverse structure functions

the virtual photon will scatter at some angle ¢ that depends on the electron defined earlier. The entire depolarization factor is simplyenergy before and after the scatter (see Fig. 9). If All and A -L represent the cross

section asymmetries for scattering a 100% longitudinally polarized lepton off a D = p-r. cos g, , (19)
polarized nucleon, then the relationship between All and A ± and A1 and A2 is
given by kinematics, which reduces to Eq. (13).

With a 100% polarized lepton beam scattering from a I007c polarized nucleon.

A II = D-(Al + r/A2) , (11) A1 and A2 can be extracted by measuring All and A ± and knowing the event

kinematics, in order to determine the constants D, d, r/, and (. In reality, however.

A -L = d- (A2 + _A1) . (12) the target has a polarization Pt, only a fraction f of the nucleons are polarized,

The factors 7/and _"are typically small, providing a strong correlation between and the beam polarization is less than 100%. As a result, the measured raw event

the asymmetries All and A1, and between the asymmetries A -Land A2. Here the asymmetry, Ameas is smaller than A -L or All. In fact, to extract All,

two depolarization factors are given by kinematics, Amens = All "Pt "Pb " f • (20)E - E'e
D --

E(1 + eR)- ' (13) Figure 10 presents a schematic of how the various dilutions appear in the interac-

and tion, compared to the 'pure' case in which a fully polarized virtual photon collides

t/2e head-on with a fully polarized nucleon. The smaJ/er asymmetry Ameas represents
d = Dye- 7 , (14) a technical challenge to the experiments.

and the factors q and ( are found via, To extract A1 from the experiment, it is necessa W to unravel the impact of

cV/_ radiative corrections on the deep inelastic scattering measurements._3 Theoretical

r/ = E - E'e ' (15) models of A1 and sum rules assume that the scattering corresponds to the single

photon exchange Born approximation. Therefore. to compare to theory,, it is12

13



Muon or
Electron _ /

"- _J"_ ,,._ Polarized RADIATIVE CORRECTIONSPb
Nucleons

(_ Es Ep Es Ep

12-93 _ Q 2_ __

7585A11 P t

Proton
Fig. 10. Experimental dilutions in polarized lepton-nucleon scattering.

(a) Lowest Order Graph (b) Internal Bremsstrahlung (s-peak)

necessary to calculate tile radiative correction diagrams (see Fig. 11) and then to _ __,-/Es Ep Es Ms Ep.

apply these corrections t o t h elneasuredA1 asymmetries in order to find A1 values E_'_Ep_ "T E;:_E J

corresponding to the Born approximation. This process is laborious and requires Q a

an interative approach, since the size of the corrections is strongly correlated to

values of A1. Figure 11 presents the primary diagrams needed to extract A1 from

the measured asymmetry. A few of the important properties of the radiative

corrections and their effect on the data are: (c) Internal Bremsstrahlung (p-peak) (d) External Bremsstrahlung (s-peak)

Ms

o The difference between the radiative corrections to the scattering cross see- Es E' _ E s E p
tions c_TT and cr'T! is small. _p

o The dominant corrections are pure QED diagrams, and the largest effect Q_g ,_
comes from the bremsstra.h!ung diagrams.

o Radiative corrections move events from high E _ bins to lower E _ bins (which

is easy to understand in terms of bremmstrahlung). (e) Extemal Bremsstrahlung (p-peak) (f) Vertex Correction

o To the extent that the asymmetries are flat as a function of x, there is little

change in the central value of the asymmetries due to radiative corrections.

This is a direct consequence of the first point. However, even without an

x-dependence in the asymmetry, the statistical error bars on the asymmetry

at low z will increase after radiative corrections due to the subtraction of

events from the high E p bins, which have contaminated the low E _ bins.

12-93

0 Solid targets have typically larger radiative corrections compared to gas (g) Vacuum Polarization 7585A12
targets due to 'external' radiative corrections) 4 These corrections scale with

the thickness of the targets (in radiation lengths) and can be comparable in

magnitude to the internal radiative corrections.
Fig. 11. Primary radiative correction diagrams

An example of radiative corrections to the proton target used in the EMC proton in deep inelastic scattering.

experiment ]5 is given in Fig. 12. The increase in the size of the correction for low

x is evident, and is a result of the contamination of events at low x.

14 15



I j j o In the Quark Parton Model (QPM) the value of A2 is b,_lieved to be small,
since it is proportional to the quark masses. In the QFM, the helicity0.4

Unpolarized Correction flip probability varies as mq/E, and vanishes to the extent that quarks are
.... Polarized Proton Correction massless.

...... Polarized Nitrogen Correction <>The transverse spin structure function g2 extracted from A2 obeys a sum

0.3 rule (Burkhardt_Cottingham)17 which implies an overall small contribution,w

/0'g2(x)d_= 0 (21),,..,
O
t_
I£.

= 0.2 _ The next section discusses the old QPM predictions of the values of A{ and
._o its behavior as a function of x and Q2.

8 _ 4 The Virtual Photon Asymmetry A1
0.1 \-, - Historically, the asymmetry AI and its dependence on x, in particular, was the

primary variable which theoretical models of nucleon spin structure tried to pre-

dict. The following sections discuss some of the simplest early theories oil A] and
0 how it behaves.

-" 4.1 The SU(6) Model

The simplest QPM prediction of the quark distribution in the nucleon Is is SU(6).[ I I I

_-_ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 This model presents a static picture of the nucleon in which the proton (neutron)

rs_A16 x consists of purely valence quarks with two up (down) quarks and one down (up)

quark. The wavefunction for the proton and neutron is found by counting all the

Fig. 12 Radiative corrections as a function of x for the EMC proton experiment, possible antisymmetric combinations of three quark states, with one quark spin
antiparallel to the other two quark spins. From the nucleon wavefunction, it is

straightforward to extract the probability of finding an up or down quark with its
The transverse spin asymmetry A2 has a different behavior. For this asym- spin parallel T or antiparallel J, to the nucleon spin.

metry, the nucleon spin must lie in the scattering plane defined by the incoming

and outgoing scattered electron. Transverse spin-dependent scattering in which u T = 5/9, u_ = 1/9,
the target nucleon spin is outside the scattering plane will result in no asymmetry

due to CP conservation. ,42 has a number of interesting properties: dT = 1/9, d I = 2/9.

o Its value is bounded by the value of the unpolarized longitudinal structure The value of AI for the proton is given by the charge squared of the quarks times

function, namely ]A2(x, Q2)I < v/-R. This behavior results from positivity the quark spin probability given above,

bounds.16 Initial experiments which extracted A1 used this bound on A2 and 4/9(u T _ u l) + 1/9(d.r _ dj.)

Eq. (11). However, future precision experiments on A1 will require direct A_ = 4/9(uT + u_) + 1/9(dT + d_)measurements of A -L.(22)

The proton asymmetry yields 5/9, and the neutron asymraet_- is 016

17
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At low x, the value of x can be related to the center-of-mass energy via

Although SU(6) is known to breakdown due to the existence of sea quarks
z ._ Q2/s _ l/s.

and gluons, the SU(6) predictions appear to work at x near 0.3. For example, the

measured values of A1 for the proton and neutron appear to be in fine agreement Therefore, when s is large and x is small,

with SU(6) at x = 0.3.
F2 _ crt°t _ X1-al(0) ==_ El _ X -ctl(0) ,

4.2 Regge Theory and Small x and similarly

The small x behavior of A1 and A2 is a topic of great interest in terms of un- gl _ x -a2(°) •

derstanding the "sum rules" discussed at the end of this lecture. Small x mea- Since A1 ._ gl/F;,

surements correspond in QPM to scattering in which the struck quarks are car- A1 _ x al (°)-_'2(°).
tying a small fraction of the nucleon momentum. The loss of information from

the initial static state can be understood in terms of the emission of gluons, The same behavior ofx evaluated to a power 23 is invoked to extract the low-x

"taking spin away"' from tile struck quark. As a result, the asymmetries tend to behavior of the spin structure function gl described later in Sec. 5.].
zero as x approaches zero. The convergence of the asymmetries to zero is described

by the data over the measured range, and this tendency to coverge is apparent in 4.3 The Quark Parton Model and High x
all existing data samples.

For unrlerstanding the data below the x range of the measurements, a Regge The large x behavior of the structure functions is also predicted by the Quark

parameterization is taken. A long, complicated history of Regge theory 19,2° Parton Model (QPM). Figure 13 presents the Feynmaz_ diagram for scattering off

has evolved and is used to dcscribe the low-x behavior of structure functions, a quark that carries all of the nucleon momentum (i.e., x approaches 1) For this

in general. The results of the Reggc theory prediction for the convergence of the case, the measured asymmetry for the proton (or neutron) will come from the

asymmetries to zero has some particular properties, 21 scattering off a single quark,

qf _ ql

o As x approaches zero, the structure functions and asymmetries become Al(x ---*1) = ql + ql "
independent of Q2

o The value of the cross sections needed for the structure functions and

asymmetries is given by the optical theorem,

Im A _ 8-a tOt ,

where A is the scattering amplitude, s is the center-of-mass energy, and 1
a t°t is the total sc_tttering cross section. Spin -_

o Regge theory predicts how the amplitude varies as x approaches zero,

A(s,O) = s°(0) , Spin 0
12-93 7585A9

where a'(0) is a Regge intercept _ven by a1(1270) and f1(1285) evaluated
from pion-proton scattering. 22 Fig. 13. Diquark production in scattering at high x.
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For the case of massless quarks at high x, the probability of spin-flip varies as 5 The Spin Structure Function glaW 2 _ z2i (qI finite) and as/2 _ 0 (ql zero). The formula above implies that the
asymmetry A1 will approach one as x approaches one. 24

This behavior appears reasonable, since the struck quark carries the nucleon Knowledge of the spin-dependent asymmetries A1 and A2 and the unpolarized

spin, and the two remaining quarks pair off with a net zero spin. If the struck structure functions F2 and R completely determines the spin structure function
quark is decoupled from the other two quarks or from polarized gluons at high x,
then the single-struck quark aligned with the nucleon spin (with no mechanism gl,

to undergo spin-flip), is the only scattering channel, gl(x, Q2) = Fl(x, Q2). [Al(x, Q2) + 3`A2(x, Q2)] , (23)

This model of the nucleon at high x also predicts 25 that the ratio of the where 3' is a kinematic factor given by 7 = v/_/u. Terms proportional to 3,2 have

neutron-to-proton cross sections in deep inelastic scattering should tend to 1/4 as been neglected. In the QPM, the structure function gl has a simple interpretation,x approaches 1. The experimental data appears to support this conclusion. 26

4.4 The Car,itz-Kaur Model g1(.r) = v'-2!c't(z_ _ o_(r)] (24)

where the sum is over the different quark flavors. This relationship is analogous to

In 1977, Carlitz and Kaur developed a model 27 that supports the low-, middle-, the relationship between F2 and the quark distributions for unpolarized scattering,and high-x predictions discussed in the last three sections. The results for the

asymmetry predictions as a function of x from the Carlitz-Kaur model is given in El (x) = _z_[q_ (x) + q_(x)] (2.5)Fig. 14. This model "alsoobeys a sum rule developed by Ellis and Jaffe discussed at

the end of this lecture. This model has become a standard to which experimental The asymmetry A] develops a simple meaning in the Quark Parton Model, since

data can typically be compared. A1 = gl/F1 ( ignoring higher order corrections). The kinematic factor "yis gener-

ally small, and suppresses the A2 contribution to the spin structure function gl.1.0 I i i !

A number of interesting idiosynchrasies of the structure function gz appear:0.8 -

o As x gets large, Ft approaches zero, implying that gl approaches zero. Sim-

A 1 0.6 ilarly, the uncertainty on gl becomes small, since it is bounded by g] < Ft.

0.4 o At low z, gl varies as A1/x. This implies that the precision on determining

gl quickly becomes limited due to the diveigent 1/x behavior. As a result,

0.2 _ Neutron " the statistical error bars on gl from any measurement tend to increase as
x gets small, even though the error bars on the asymmetry measurements

0 _ may be small and independent of x.

I I I I For completeness, the transverse spin structure function g2 is given.- 0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 "i .0

,2-9a X _,,o g2 = FI'(A2-+TA2-A:) - (26)

Fig. 14. Carlitz-Kaur model of A1 versus x for the proton and neutron. As discussed earlier the integral over gg. is expected to vanish. 27 Interostmgly, this =
implies that A2 # 0! =
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5.1 The Spin Structure Function at Low x 6 The Bjorken Sum Rule

An important q :antity in the study of spin structure functi(ms is the integral over In 1966, prior to the development of QCD, Bjorken 29 discussed applications of

the fldl .r range of the spin structure function gl. namely f} gl (z)dz. The integral SU(6) x SU(6) current algebra. Within this famous paper, he derived what at the

values are useflfi for testing "sum rules" (tiscu_sed in the next section. Since the time was an obscure relationship between spin-dependent deep inelastic scatter-

nmasurements are only wdid over an x-range limited to typically greater than ing cross sections aud the weak coupling constant found in neutron beta decay'.

0.005 and less than 0.7. extrapolations of the ntea,surements must be invoked in This relationship known as the 'Bjorken Sum Rule' ha;,sbecome the holy grail for

order to extract the full integral, experiments in spin-dependent deep inelastic scattering. The sum rule is regarded

as inviolable, since it depends only on current algebra assumptions and the assign-

For the low-x extrapolation, one uses Regge theory as described in See. 4.2. ment of charges to the quarks. Corrections _o the sum rule for experiments which

At low .r. gl is expected to be indepei:dent of Q2. and varies as measure the spin structure functions at finite Q2 are given by QCD, implying that

a violation of the sum rule would be a direct threat to QCD. Feynman a° wrote

°x that the Bjorken sum rule's "verification, or failure, would have a most decisive

gl = effect on the direction of future high-energs' theoretical physics."

where x0 is the lowest z value determined by the experiment. The contribution The stun rule without QCD corrections stands on three pillars: current

of the integral from the low-x unmeasured region then becom(_ algebra, quark currents, and beta decay.

The calculations to extract the current algebra part of the sum rule are

fo z° xogl(xo) laborious and not reproduced here. The result of Bjorken's calculation relatese = gl(x) dx - 1 - a the integral over x of the spin structure function gl to the equal time commuta-

tor of the transverse components of the electromagnetic current densities Jx(x, O)

and Jy(0). The derived relationship gives at infinite momentum transfer Q2The value of the integral diverges e_sa approaches one. Calculations 2s give a range

in(_forspin-dependentscatteringtobe-0.5<o<0. Withttfisconstraint, the fo I i /low-x extrapolation becomes g:(x) dx = _ dax(pI [Jx(X,0),Jy(0)] IP) .

0.66 x0 gl (x0) < _ < x0 gl (x0) . The above relationship requires no models of hadronic structure.

Previous work with electromagnetic currents a: had already connected the
To inaintain as small a low-x extrapolation _ possible, it is important to both

transverse components of the electromagnetic currents to the axial current of the

measure the low-x structure function 91(x0) as accurately as possible and to make interaction, yielding
sure that x0 is as small as possible. In general, high-energy (200 GeV) muon

beams can measure the structure functions to values of x0 less than 0.01, but [jx(x,O),Ju(O) ] = 2i_a(x) Ors + Schwinger terms.

with linfited statistics on 91(x0): whereas, low-energy electron beams (30 GeV)

can measure the structure fimction only down to values of x0 near 0.02. but with Substituting the above equation into the Bjorken relationship previously given

high precision on gl(xo), yields trivially,

f0'It should be stressed that without a theory for the low-x extrapolation, the gl(x) dx = _ (PI@,IP) . (27)

value of e is unbounded.
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The second step in the Bjorken sum rule derivation is the assignment of the The final step in the derivation of the Bjorken sum rule is the equating of the

quark currents. The vector quark current can be written in Dirac notation, in above matrix element to the matrix element that describes neutron beta decay.
which J_ = g'TuQ¢, where ¢ is the Dirac spinor for three quarks (u,d,s) and Q The weak coupling constant from beta decay gA is related to an axial vectoris the quark charge matrix with specific quark charges assigned to the up, down,
and strange quarks, current between a proton and a neutron state,

Q = -1/3 gA = (proton [¢ 757u I+¢I neutron)

( : 0 -1/3 Heregvissetequaltoonebyconvention, sothattheexpressiongA/gv=gA.

By introducing the lowering operator T- = f ¢7oI-¢d3x, the coupling constant

The axial vector quark currents of this problem are gA can be related to the third component of the isospin operator in the following

35 = 1 Q2 manner,
gA = (P[¢757,I+_T-IP)

Defining the matrices for hypercharge Y and isospin Ia, = (P 1g)75 _/u[I+, I-] _l P)

Y = 0 1/3 , Ia = 0 -1/2 0 Substituting the above result into Eq. (28) yields the Bjorken sum rule, which
0 0 -2/3 0 0 0 states that at infinite Q2,

/0 /0' 1By simple matrix manipulation, it can be shown that gPll(X)dx - g_(z) dz = -_ gA • (29)

Q2 21 21( 1)= _ + _ Q = _ + _ Ia + _ Y At this stage the weakest assumptions inherent in the Bjorken sum rule is probably

the charge assignments to the quarks. The current algebra derivation of the

In taking the difference between the matrix elements of the axial vector current be- Bjorken sum rule is today typically replaced by Operator Product Expansion
tween a proton and a neutron, only the isospin component will survive as nonzero, techniques.a2

(proton [js[ proton) - (neutron IJ51 neutron) In any case, the foundations of QCD rest upon the algebra which yields the

= (proton i_ _,757u/3¢! proton)_ (neutron 13 ¢757u I3¢ Ineutron) Bjorken sum rule.
Experimentally, infinite momentum transfer in an interaction is of course

_ 2 (p 1¢75 7_ I3y) I P) unattainable. Experiments are performed at a particular Q2 or even more realis-

3 " tically over a range of Q2. In order to test the Bjorken sum rule, it is necessary

The last relation arises from the fact that the proton and neutron isospin values to make measurements at similar Q2 between the proton and neutron integrals

are equal and opposite in sign. and then compare the results to the Bjorken sum rule including perturbative and

nonperturbative QCD corrections. Perturbative QCD corrections to the Bjorken

Subsrir_,._ion from Eq. (27)provides for the result in terms of the proton and sum have been performed up to third order in the strong coupling constant as
neutron spin structure fimction integrals, (see Lecture III, Sec. 7),

j[01 j[01 1_ /0 /0g_l(x) dx g'_(x) dx -_ . 2 (P [¢75%,I3¢ I p) . (28) g_l(Z) dx - g'_(x) dx - 1 -- AQCD (30)6 gy
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The theoretical prediction for A ¢2CD is to be compared to the pure experimental Substituting Eqs. (31) and (32) into the Bjorken sum rule (Eq. 29) yields,
quantities in the Bjorken sum rule equation, r._mely

Au - /kd - gA (33)

= 1- 6fo gl'(x)d -6fo )dx
gA/gV Notice that the strange sea contribution cancels out.

Nonperturbative QCD corrections which vary typically as 1/Q" also may influence A relation from SU(3) symmetry is used to extract information on the in-

A QCD, and are discussed in some detail in Lecture III. and by Stan Brodsky. 33 dividual proton and neutron integral. In SU(3), rotations are performed on the

baryon octet presented in Fig. 15 to extract relations to coupling constants. For

example, SU(3) symmetry postulates that the quark distribution in the proton is

7 The Ellis-Jaffe Sum Rule justa V-spin rotation of that in a cascade,

In the early days of the experiments, only polarized proton targets were available, (uds)pr°t°n = (sdu)cascade

implying that only tile proton spin structure function was measurable. Since no

polarized neutron targets existed, the Bjorken sum rule (which requires both the Applying a V-spin rotation one transforms Eq. (33) with the following substitu-
proton and neutron spin structure flmctions) could not be tested. It was, therefore, tion.

of great interest to have a prediction for the proton spin structure function integral Au - Ad --. Ad - As.
bv itself.

The matrix elements of the neutron and cascade decay are given below in terms

In 1974. Ellis and Jaffe a4 using SU(3) symmetry between the up, down. and of the symmetric and antisymmetric tensor constants F and D.
strange quarks, derived a unique prediction for both the proton and neutron spin
structure function integrals. The relationship becaJne known as the Ellis-Jaffe

sum rule, and its derivation is reproduced below. _,gv](gA_ pr°t°n Ik,]_V '_ cascade
=F+D, gA =F-D.

As noted earlier, the spin structure functions have a simple description in

the QPM. The integral over the proton spin structure fimction can be written in Applying the V-spin rotation yields the equation,
terms of a sum of integrals over the spin-dependent quark distributions, weighted

by the charge square of the quark: Ad - As = F - D . (34)

d _ Isospin_ u n p

where Au : f2[uT(x)- ul(x)l emd uT (u l) corresponds to the case where the up I y / /\

quark is parallel (antiparallel) to the nucleon spin. The quantities Au, Ad, and NN,O__ f

I
,_'kscan be interpreted as a measure of the polarization of the quarks in a polarized

proton. ]
The integralovertheneutronspinstructurefunctionyieldsthesame relation XX_Y/ 'a _-- -0

except that the up and down quark distributions are interchanged by isospin
symmetry,, SU(3)Octet r_,_

,_ 1 1g] (x) dx = 4 Ad + Au + _ As . (32) Fig. 15. Schematic of SU(3) baryon octet.1--8 _ 18
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With the strange sea left unconstrained, one can use Eqs. (33) and (34) and 9. J. Kuti ar.d V.W. Hughes, Ann Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 33 (1983) 611.
substitute into Eqs. (31) and (32) to yield an independent relation for the proton

and neutron integrals. 10. L.Galfi, J. Kuti, and A.Patkos, Phys. Lett. 31B (1970) 465.

f0 1 11. A.J.G. Hey and J.E. Mandula. Phvs. Rev. D5 (1972) 2610. For a review of1 1 (9F-D)+ As _ 0.17 (35) • -
Proton g_(x) dx = 1---8 3 ' the formalism, see R. Oppenheim, Ph.D. thesis, Yale University, 1982.

fo 1 12. C.E. Carlson and W. Tung, Phys. Rev. D5 (1972) 721.1 1 (6F-4D)+ As _ -0.02. (36)Neutron g_(x) dx = 1--8 5
13. T.V. Kukhto and N.M. Shumeiko. Nucl. Phys. B219 (1983) 412.

The numerical values for the integrals use updated values of the F and D

constants, 35 F = 0.47 =t=0.04 and D = 0.81 + 0.03, and assume that the strange 14. L.W. Mo and Y.S. Tsai, Rev. Mod. Phys. 41 (1969) 205.

sea is unpolarized (As = 0). That As should be small is regarded as reasonable, 15. J. Ashman et al.. Nucl. Phys. B328 (1989) 1.since the strange sea provides only a small fraction of the total quark contribution _

to the nucleon. 16. M.G. Doncel and E. de Rafael, Nuovo Cimento 4A (1971) 363.

The first data on the neutron spin structure function has come into existence 17. H. Burkhardt and W.N. Cottingham, Ann. Phys. 56 (1970) 453.
only in this past year. As a result, only the E!lis-Jaffe sum rule for the proton has

played a role in evaluating results prior to 1993. Lecture II reviews experimental 18. J.J. Kokkedee, The Quark Model (W.A. Benjamin, New York, 1969).
results up to the end of 1993, and Lecture III discusses the implications of these

results and future programs that will study QCD and nucleon spin structure in 19. H.D.I. Abarbanel, M.L. Goldberger, and S.B. Treimam Phys. Rev. Lett.
more detail. 22 (1969) 500.
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31. ,1. Schwmger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 3 (1959) 296.

32. For a review of Operator Product T_:lmiques applied in QCD s(._: A.
Manohar, lectures presented at tile Lake Louise Winter Institute,

UCSD/PTH 92h10 (February 1992); M.E Peskin and D.V. Schroeder. An In- Lecture II: The Experiments
troductmn to Quant_Lm Fzeld TheorTl, (A(htison-\_,:esley, Menlo Park, 1993).

33. S. Brodsky. the_e proceedings. Despite a twenty-five y,_ar history, only five polarized beam polarized target deep

34. J. Ellis _md R. Jaffe, Phys. Rev. D9 (1974) 1444. inelastic scattering experiments have been performed, three at SLAC and two at

35. R.L. Jaffe and A. Manohar, Nucl. Phys. B337 (1990) 509. CERN. This lecture describes each of the five experiments. The impact of the

results from these experiments has been large, each motivating extensive theoretical

activity. This activity (discussed in L_ture III) has in turn continued to provide

fuel for more experiments with higher precision at higher energies.

This lecture covers the five experiments and their results, one-by-one in chrono-

logical order. Lecture III will discuss the implications of the experimental results

and future experimental programs.

1 SLAC Experiment E-80

The first experiment to scatter a polarized electron beam off a polarized target was

performed at SI,AC in End Station A. 1'2 Although deep inelastic scattering exper-

iments with polarized targets had been performed previously, 3 SLAC experiment

E-80 was the first to run with a polarized electron beam. The primary electron

energies in the ,._xperiment ranged from 6 to 13 GeV and scattered off a polarized

alcohol (butanol) target. Scattered electrons were detected using the 8 GeV spec-

trometer built for the full range of deep inelastic scattering experiments. 4 The out-

standing features of experiment E-80 were the relatively high average beanl (50%)

and target (60% peak value) polarizations.

The E-80 polarized electron source relied on the photoionization of alkali atoms

by a pulsed ultraviolet light source. The electrons stripped from these polarized
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atoms remained polarized, since the excitation takes place through an electric The development of the source was a large technical effort and a great success

dipole transition. The method for polarizing electrons follows a number of technical for the first production of a longitudinally polarized beam of electrons. The E-80
steps (see Fig. 16):

polarized source was limited in beam current, since the number of electrons depends
(1) polarization of the 6Li atoms via passage through a six-pole magnet,

• on the number of polarized atoms (,-_ 108 electrons per pulse). The low current was,

(2) 6Li ionization using a high-intensity ultraviolet lamp producing however, not an issue for the experiment, since the polarized target was sensitive
transversely polarized electrons,

to radiation damage and could not handle higher currents. In fact, the beam was
(3) acceleration of the electrons in an electric field concurrent with the

scanned across the target ("rastered") on a pulse-to-pulse basis so as to reduce theionization, and

hot-spot radiation damage.
(4) rotation of the electron spin to the lon_tudinal direction

using a polarizing coil. Determination of the electron beam polarization was an experiment in itself.

Experiment E-80 used both M611er and Mott polarimetry to measure the elec-
Longitudinally

Mechanical Polarizing tron beam polarization. Mott polarimetry was used to monitor the electron beam
li6 Oven Chopper Coil

polarization at the front end of the SLAC accelerator. This type of polarimeter

involved scattering transversely polarized electrons off a gold nucleus, and study-

Collimator ing an asymmetry in the spatial distribution of the backscattered electrons. 5 This

Vortex-Stabilized asymmetry comes about from the spin orbit interaction between the electron and
RashLamp

the gold nucleus. The size of the asymmetry is a function of energy and scatter-

ing angle, called the Sherman function, and is known to approximately 2%. The

Ellipsodial E-80 Mott polarimeter (see Fig. 16) monitored the polarization of the electrons asMirror Schematic of Peggy
ToAccelerator

"_X_ they were emitted from the polarized source, but did not determine the electron__23 polarization at high ener_- near the interaction in End Station A. Depolarization
Detectorat120°

90°Scatterer of the beam in the transport from the source to the polarized target was expected

Mott Polarization Monitor 7sas,2 to be small, but was not excluded.12-93

Fig. 16. Stanford Linear Accelerator Center E-80 polarized electron As a consequence, a special M61ler scattering experiment was performed atsource and Mott polarimeter.

the conclusion of the E-80 experiment.
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_--Magnetic asymmetry A (calculated from Feynman diagrams in electron electron scattering)
Magnetized / Shield

Foil I J(' I via

e (E) / _ t¢ I r I A meas = A'Pbeam'Pfoil. (2)
_h-'- ......

Here Pbeam and Pfoi! are the beam and target foil polarizations, respectively. Only

two of the twenty-six electrons in iron are polarized, yielding a dilution of the

target foil polarization Pfoil. The foil polarization is determined by measurements

of the magnetization of the foil and its thickness. 6 From the measured asymmetry

! ' e__,,___ below the elastic peak (see Fig. 18), the beam polarization is determined directly.

ctor/ For experiment E-S0, the polarized target consisted of an iron-cobalt compound
_ called supermendur. 6 The target was set up in End Station A at the same position

as the true polarized target, and the 8 GeV spectrometer (see Fig. 18) was used to
Fig. 17. Schematic of a MSller polarimeter setup.

detect the scattered electrons and to scan the elastic peak.
MSller polarimetry determines the polarization of the electron beam by mea-

The E-80 butanol (C604H8) target 7 was polarized using the principle of dy-
suring the cross section asymmetry in the scattering of polarized electrons by polar-

namic nuclear polarization. 8 A high magnetic field and low temperature is used to
ized electrons. Polarized electrons are scattered off a polarized ferromagnetic foil,

achieve high polarization and to calibrate the absolute polarization Pt of the target
and the elastic scattered electrons are produced at a particular scattering angle

that maximizes the asymmetry (90° scattering in the center-of-mass). The MSller via Pt = tanh[#H/kT]. Application of 140 GHz microwaves polarizes the target.

electrons after the interaction pass through a magnetic field and are detected by A summary of the target parameters is given 2 in Table 1. A review of dynamic

a detector package. The primary unscattered electron beam is shielded from the nuclear polarization using solid frozen targets is given by Gordon Cat es. 9

magnetic field used for analyzing the MSller scattered electrons (see Fig. 17). A Although the target material is not pure hydrogen, only the hydrogen atoms

difference in cross sections for the scattering of beam electrons with spins parallel contribute to the polarized scattering; carbon and oxygen are spin-0 nuclei. The

or antiparallel to the target foil electron spin results in a scattering asymmetry: dilution factor [used in Lecture I. Eq. (20)I is merely the number of scattered

O"TT --a T_ y(2 + 3y + 2y 2) electrons originating from polarized hydrogen compared to the total number of

A - a_T + aTl -- (1 + y + y2)2 (1) scattered electrons coming from the entire target. For butanol, this fraction is

Here y varies with the center of mass scattering angle and is given in the laboratory approximately f _ 10/74 .w.0.11. Figure 19 presents a schem_t:c view of the E-80

frame by y = E82/2Me. The measured raw asymmetry is related to this pure QED polarized target with the microwave guide for polarizing, cryostat for temperature
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Table 1:E-80 Polarized Proton Target

Characteristic Value

_ ---i-i__ \_'_ '_ _=_:__ Magnetic Field 50 kG

'__ t :i Temperature 1.05 ° K

Target material butanol-porphyrexide beads

i L,, _ Initial polarization of free protons 0.5 to 0,65
01 23 1

j _" _ Depolarizing dose (l/e) _ 3 x 1014 e-/cm 2

Meters
Scale oo_L Polarizing time (I/e) ,-_ 4 minutes

! .... _ Annealing time ._ 45 minutes

",__. _-_/5 _)__LI _" ' Cryostat
• _L-v.,,o. Heat Exchanger

140 GHz
Helium Microwave

1 I I I / I I Valve Guide

Plastic Cup with 25 cc
of Butanol Beads

m

¢_ Beam

t- •

O
O "

_ _ _ MHz
e

I"'-L
Niobium-Titanium

12-93 Distance X 7586A6 12-93 NMR Superconducting
7586A3 Loop Solenoid

Fig. 18. The 8 GeV spectrometer and an example of a M61ler elastic peak. Fig. 19. Stanford Linear Accelerator Center E-80 polarized butanol target.
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control and a&sembly container for the 25 cc of butanol target beads. Measurement , I , I , I , I , _

of polarization was accomplished using standard NMR techniques. Tile dominant 0.8 -

systematic error in the polarization measureinent of the target came from the /

0.6 t
measurement of the small calibration signal from thermal polarization. A1

Scattered electrons from the polarized target were detected in the 8 GeV spec- 0.4 -
/

spectrometer accepted electrons with energies up to 8 GeV, and
trometer. This

0.2 | Proton Results From E80 -
was situated on rails which allowed for measurements over a range of scattering

angles 0. Figure 20 presents a floor plan and side view of the spectrometer set up 0 t I m I _ I _ I m
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

for experiment E-S0. The spectrometer magnets were selected in an orientation ,2.,3 x ,_,,

that allowed for focussing of the scattered electrons in two dimension, which gave
Fig. 21. Results of A p versus x from experiment E-80.

a direct measurement of the electron scattering angle and momentum. The detec-

_ tor package used in this experiment consisted of a Cerenkov counter for electronPolarized

Target _, _2 (..I_. identification, tracking hodoacopes for electron momentum measurements and a

-[]--- -----0--4] ___ _ lead-glass shower counter for pion rejection. Data for experiment E,-80 was col-

hl _ m _ lected at scattering angles ranging from 7° to 11°.

Elevation In total, the experiment collected about two million scattered electron events.

As predicted by Bjorken, the experiment found large asymmetries A1p for the pro-

Polarized ton (see Figure 21). This result was regarded as a success for the Quark Patton
Target

RS1 TR1 TR2 BPM RS2 _ Model and gave asymmetries with values close to the SU(6) prediction of 5/9 (see

--_---- ] }---------t_--8 _ __F.C. " Lecture I' Sec" 4"1)" The average Q2 was l°w (Q2 "_ 2 GeV2)' which helped m°-

tivate the follow up experiment to measure the proton spin structure function at

rS86A4 Q3 higher x _nd higher Q2. The desire to measure structure functions at high Q2

12-93 Beam Monitor and Spectrometer Assembly closer to scaling where theoretical corrections become small, is a continuing goal

Fig. 20. Stanford Linear Accelerator Center E-80 experimental setup, in the field.
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2 SLAC Experiment E-130

Polarimeter

Tile desire to re-men,sure the proton spin structure _nction at higher energy to DetectorHut --_

• . 3\7'-';-_ \2 ' 'otrserve the Q2 dependence of the asymmetries and to characterize their high-x I A 18D J To

E==,.==..=*.=I

behavior moti'`xated a second SLAC experiment (n-130). I0'1! The experiment had Magnet _ Beam
Meller_l \_=:--_.\\' _ Dump

this experiment. ':he beam energy was set to an energy of 22.66 GeV, while the

spectrometer was _'t upat a fixed scattering angle of l0° and had a fifteen times --_ ___

larger effective acceptance. The target was improved and ran with a higher average ____"_l_;J_ _polarization of 60t_. and the beam polarization was increased to --_80% by focus- //

ing the ultraviolet light at the source more effectively. Finally, the experiment I ,I
built a sp_ial M611er polarimeter (in s_tue) in End Station A, which allowed for 7ss_,s

bemn polarization measurements to be done contmuouslv during the experiment.
Fig. 22. The SLAC E-130 experimental setup.

Figure 22 presents a layout of the E-130 experiment in End Station A, as seen in

a top view. The front half of the beam line is devoted to the M611er polarimeter, for the proton asymmetry measurements A_ for E-130 and E-80 together. Notice

that the average result is in good agreement with the SU(6) prediction of 5/9.A polarized target fbil was placed far upstream, followed by a strong bend magnet

The F_,-130results agree well with those of E-80. No discrepamies appear(18D72), and an array of proportional tube detectors. The 8 aa2d 20 GeV spec-

within error bars, despite the substantial difference in Q2 of the two experimentstrometers shown were not used in the experiment. Downstream of the M611er po-

larimeter was the polarized butanol target and the single arm E-130 spectrometer. The observation of a rise in the asymmetries as x gets large appears _'_be confirmed.

{)erenkov and lead-glass counters were used to identify, the scattered electrons and As x approaches one, the prediction that A_ approaches one looks reasonable (m_

measure their ener_'. Wire chambers were used for tracking and pion rejection in discussed in Lecture I, See. 4.3). Figure 24 presents a comparison of the E-80 and

coincidence with the lead-gla__ counters. E-130 results to various theoretical model predictions. A discrepancy between the

The experiment concentrated oil the measurement of the proton spin structure data and some models is evident. The Carlitz-Kaur Model (Lecture I. Sec. 4.4)

flmction at high _"where the scattering cross section is low. As a result, the exper- gives a good fit to the experimental data.

iment only collected about one million events. The kinematic co'`'erage extended The confirmation of large asymmetries a.s predicted bv the Quark Parton

from 0.2 < x < 0.65 and 2 GeV 2 < Q2 < 6 GeV 2. Figure 23 presents the results Model (QPM) appeared to indicate that the discover',: potential for new physicb
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Fig. 23. Results of A_' versus z for experiments E--130 and E-80.

1. SymmetricalValenceQuarkModel (Kuti,Weisskopf 1971).
2. CurrentQuarks(Close,1974.

was low. The continuation of the spin structure function measurements at SLAC 3. OrbitialAngularMomentom,(Look,Fischbach,Sehgal, 1977).

4. UnsymmetricalModel (Carlitz, Kaur,1977).
ended as the SLC collider project began. The field of spin structure function mea- 5. MITBag Model (Jaffe, Huges, 1977).

surements then moved to CERN. and the surprises began. 6. SourceTheory (Schwinger,1977). 12-93

7. Quark-Geometrodynamics(Preparata,1981). 7_,o

Although not apparent from Figs. 23 and 24, the measurement of the proton Fig. 24. Results of A_ versus x for experiments E-130 and F,-80 compared to
asymmetries at low x (below 0.1) is very important, since the spin structure rune- various theoretical models.

tion gl ,,'aries as A:/x, and its contribution to the proton integral f gfl(x)dx could
3 The CERN EMC experiment

be large. In fact. from the combined E-80 and E-130 results, a proton integral of

fgf:(x) dx = 0.17 + 0.05 is obtained. The result is in agreement with the Ellis- In 1988, the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) at CERN reported on an ex-

Jaffe sum rule prediction, but the large error bar is due to the extrapolation of the citing result for the low-x measurement of the proton spin structure function. :2-14

integral over the unmeasured x range from 0 to 0.1. A measurement of the low-x This experiment changed the field of spin physics by bringing it to the forefront of

asymmetries m order to test the Ellis Jaffe sum rule with higher precision became the high-energy physics community.

a motivating goal. and CERN with its high-energy muon beam became the new The EMC experiment scattered 100 to 200 GeV polarized muons off a large

center for this physics, polarized ammonia target (NH3) and detected the scattered muons m a well tested
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muon tracking spectrometer. The high beam enerKv allowed for high-Q 2 and low-x 1.0
_

measurements of the proton spin structure function. However, since the muon beam

is produced as a secondary beam from a primary proton beam, the luminosity of

the experiment was low. The beana current for the muons was typically, 3 x 107/sec. 0.5 -

Even with the large acceptance EMC spectrometer, the overall statistics was on the PL -

order of one million events collected for the experiment over two years of running. 0

The polarization of the muons conms naturally from pion and kaon decay.

Since the pion is spin-0, and tile decay proceeds through a parity-violating weak

-0.5 -
interaction, tile muons come out naturally polarized (see Fig. 25) depending on

their energy, l,_' For 7r+ decay, the muons are emitted left-handed as viewed in

the pion rest frame: whereas in the laboratory, frame, the muon polarization is a - 1.0 - I I [ I •
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0function of energT and has a full range of values. Figure 26 presents the energ5"

12-93 Eg/E n
dependence of the muon polarization as a function of the ratio of the muon-to-pion 7s_,A_2

ener_-. For the EMC experiment, the beana was selected such that the average Fig. 26. Polarization versus energy fraction of outgoing muon.
polarization of the muon beam was on the order of 80_.

temperature of 0.5 ° K and a magnetic field of 2.5 T(_la. Figure 27 presents a layout

vg !1+ of the target and shows the two target halves, polarized in opposite directions so

that the asymmetry measurements could be performed without normalizing to tile

Spin _ beam flux. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) coils were placed along tile len_h12-93 7586All

of the EMC target in order to determine the polarization of the target as a function

Fig. 25. Pion decay--production of polarized muons, of its length.

The EMC spectrometer]6 was a large muon tracking device developed for the

The EMC polarized ammonia (NHa) target also relied on the principle of full range of structure function measurements. Figure 28 presents the spectrometer

dynamic nuclear polarizat:ion What was unique about the EMC target was its large setup and its relation to the position of the polarized ammonia target. Chambers

size. It had a lcv_h of two meters in order to maximize statistics, and a large width for tracking up and down stream of the target determined the vertex of the ninon

in order to contain the fairly large transverse ninon beanl spot. Tile target ran at a event. Downstream chambers tracked muons passing through an analyzing bend
4,1
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Fig. 27. European Muon Collaboration polarized ammonia target. Fig. 29. Results of Af versus x from the EMC experiment compared to
earlier SLAC experiments and to the Carlitz-Kaur Model prediction.

magnet for momentum and production angle determination. The ve_ex distribu-
_B

,¢__a ___3 .o_.. _ _rl___]: :.',s ._"39 , 2 t2 tion of the scattered muon events was relevant for selecting events from the ap-

(M_'C) : _ * propriate polarized target half. Reversal of the target spins was performed eleven

- _--g--I =_=_z_ =--I/-__]-- times in the experiment. Changes in the spectrometer acceptance from one spin

[] Fe_/Z_/_///_///////_/_/S/_ BP_J BHB "] BHB PV':V2_.___lV/_I_P_'_'P systematicreVersalto another could produce false asymmetries. This effect was thelimitinguncertaintyin the experiment.

o m 5 ., Results of the proton spin structure function measurements from this exper-t1.g,
_'_ EMCFo.,wa_Spectrometer

iment came as a major surprise. Figure 29 presents the EIVIC proton asymme-

try results compared to early SLAC results from E-80 and E-130, and compared
Fig. 28. European Muon Collaboration spectrometer setup.

to the Carlitz-Kaur model discussed in Lecture I. The agreement with the SLAC

experiments over the commen x range was fine. However, the low-x asymmetries all
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0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 Fig. 31. Results of/'] eP,,(ztdz versus z for EMC com-
pared to tile Ellis-.Jfft_e s°lun_ride prediction at the time.

Fig. 30. Results of the proton spin structure function _ versus a" for

the EM(' _'xperiment. Even more surprising, the EMC results implied the quark contribution to tile

proton spin is slnall; see Lecture III. Quarks did not ('arrv the spin ()f the pr()ton.

come in low compared to the Carii_z-Kaur model, which conserves the prediction This caused a tremendous upheaval in the" field, generating hundr(,ds of theoreti(.al

of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule. The h)w value for tile, asymmetries at low .r tra,nslates papers. A strong desire to mea,sure the neutron st)if-:structure fun(tion em_'rg_,d.

into low valu_ for the proton spin structure function gfl a_nd a low va/ue for the both to check the implications of the proton measmement and to test a fouiLda-

integral over the proton spin structure function f gl'_(:r)d:r. Figure 30 presents gfl tional QCD equation, the Bjorken sum rule. Such a test required a mea:-_urement

versus ,r for the EMC data. and Figure 31 presents f 9{'1(x)dx integrating over the of the neutron spin structure function.

limits from z,,, to one. The value of the proton integral from :r of 0.01 to z of 1

is compared to the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule prediction. A_uming only a small contri- 4 The CERN SMC experiment
bution to the proton integral below :r of 0.01. the disagreement between the sum

rule and the im'_L_urement is at the 3.5 standard deviation level. The vahles of the Soon after the EMC result broke into tile communitv, a new generati(m _f nlUOll

experiments at CERN were proposed by tile Spin Muon Collaboration l',_(St I(f and L) ('OllSti'tIltS were quite different from today's values, ]7 and the errors on ":k '"

the old values wert, underestimat,xt, l_ Today the F and D values and their error (also covered by Bernard Frois:'°). Unlike EMC. which had d_me a si,'_glt, spin

mlalvsis have brought the disagreement to 2.5 staaldard deviations, physics experiment "after a long tradition of unpolarized -uucle(:.,,lstructure funttic)n
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m

st u(ti(,s, th(, SNI(," exl)erimenls were fl)cus,,'(t ()n n_ew_ur(,ments dedicated to nuch'oll -5o -4o -3c -2o -_0 0 10 20

sl)in stru('ture. The goal _)t thes,' (,xtwrinwnI.., was to nt(,a.,qlre th,, proton and [ I I I I I I I" BE3 BC5 MNP25

o, o2o3nBc, 8c2 _ 2
neutron spin st ru('t ure fumI ion wit il l)recisi()n, using t)oiarizc_d t)rot()n and deuteron .". v g-o:s ' _'*V T H1

LG

targ(,ls, and to t('st the Bjorken sum rul('.

2 r- rtJIUON POLARIMETER I'11'T'1 ,,(.._ I"'11
The SMC (,xperim(mt LruI1 in 1992 and published in 1993) used the same _ lain! ste_-_l o_i_al

IIIII I_

- ,HIll :g It- De'
polarized targel a,_ EM('. I-)ut r(,pla('e<t the polarizable Inaterial of ammonia with - i I llj .3lilll, ial

- ,T.,. ill '"'" ':
trill anol l'he b)it anol t a rg('t s pr()vi(le a m('a._urement of t l:e spin st ruct ure functions _ __ i =_ H2 _'I

. ] . . aI alail a_: a a lllill [ lol

t '/IL '"'" "

in which tile t)nlv polarized nucleons in tilt:, targ(.'t are the I)roton and deuteron (as in : ' ! I I I liI t 1! ! nnnnd n_l'
BC3 BC,4 BC5 BC6 im llllli il" --

_7]-8t) alia E-13()). and tilt, target spin reversal is more rapid. [_:_l)id target-spin o :r/: - : ; dR .....

reversal is advantageous in order to reduce the dominant systematic uncertainty PWCe _t_a0 jaBoae_
coming from false asymmetries due to changes in the spectrometer acceptance. _,- ]I-120 e-o_

_ Hl" _LG

\Vith the alcohol targets, spin reversal:s look 1//2 hollr and were implemented every ,_ I i I i I i I" _'_11 - 10 0 10 20

m

S tmurs Fig. 32. Setup of Spin Muon Collaboration ninon polarimeter which detects the

Although the SM(' (teuteron run of 1993 was essentially the same experiment positron decay products.

with a different nuclear target, ore" significant improvement was the measurement spectrum is a function of the ratio of the energy of the positron tee) to that of the

of the bean) polarization. The E*IC proton experiment deterntined the muon beam muon (Eu) ,

polarization bv st udying the ninon event distribution and inferring the polarization dN [(_ _) (_ __) ]of the ninon beam via a Monte Carlo study of muon production. In SMC, a direct d9 - No - 39 a + - - 392 + Pu - (3)

measurement of the muon beam polarization was performed by studying the energs" Here Pt, is the beam polarization and y = E_/E u. The energy distribution for muon

spectrunl of positrons from muon decav. An asvmmetrv in the decay # --_ e* u_ z)_,, decay with polarization of 100e-/c. 0. and -100c/c is shown in Fig. 33. Measuring

arises from parity violation. ''l Figalre 32 pr_ents the experimental setup to detect the shape of this spectrum determines the average muon beam polarization.

tile final state positron After traversing the spectrometer magnet, the muons from Results from the SMC experiment were published this year. The asymmetries

the primary beam pass through a decay re,on, where proportional wire chan_bers for the deuteron (Fig. 34) gave slightly positive values for z > 0.1 and were con-

are able to track charged particles transverse to the primary beam. Lead-glass sistent with zero for z < 0.1. Error bars in Fig. 34 are statistical only, and are the

shower counters were used to measure the positron energies. The positron energs" dominant uncertainties for tho point-to-point asymmetries. The band underneath
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Fig. 33. Positron energy spectrum from polarized ninon decay. Shown are the Fig. 34. Results of A d versus x from the Spin Muon Collaboration experiment.
spectra for :t:100_ and 0_ polarized muons. The band below the data points represents the contribution of systematic un-certainties.

0.o8 ___the data points corresponds to the small contribution from systematic uncertain-

ties. Results of the deuteron structure function xg d]versus x are shown in Fig. 35.

It is interesting to note that plotted on a logarthmic scale, xgl versus log x pro-

rides a visual determination of the spin structure function integral. The area

0__under this curve is the integral to be determined. Plotting on the log-x scale also

provides a clear view of the low-x behavior of the spin structure function. In

Figs. 34 and 35. the deuteron is defined by convention as being one-half (proton

+ neutron). Figure 36 gives the deuteron integral result (similar to Fig. 31) com-

pared to the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule prediction. A two-standard-deviation difference 0.01 0.1

is evident. Although the error bars are large, the apparent disagreement with ,2-_3 x 7_Az2

Fig. 35. Results of x9 f versus x from the Spin Muon Collaboration experiment.
the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule established by the EMC experiment appears confirmed by The band below the data points repr_ents the contribution of svstemati(, un-the SMC measurements, certainties.
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Polarized
_ 3HeTarget _,_ !_ _ Pulsed

a) oo i , Seco o'e'0.08 _ b)SMCExperiment _ e ]_ ]_
-- a) 19-26GeV

_ _ ,2-,_ e' S_meter /
7586A.24

tt
__ o.o4 -- Fig. 37. Schematic of SLAC experiment E-142.

- b) I , - since the cross section is large. Naturally, low-x measurements of the spin structure

0 _ function was a goal after the large impact of the surprising low-x EMC results.
The E-142 polarized electron source relied on developments of solid state GaAs

o.01 0.1 .0 cathodes. This technology and the recent exciting advances that have led to high

2-9, xm 7_,3 polarizations are discussed in detail by Richard Prepost. 24 In experiment E-142. a

Fig. 36. Results of f_ ga_(x) dx versus x for the Spin Muon Collaboration 1 psec pulse with polarizations on the order of -,- 40_c was achieved. The beam
compared to the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule prediction.

ran at 120 Hz and produced a high current of typically 3 x 1011electrons per pulse.

5 SLAC Experiment E-142 Data was collected at beam energies of 19.4, 22.66. and 25.5 GeV. Reversal of beam
spin direction was implemented randomly on a pulse-to-pulse basis, whereas target

Concurrent with the SMC experiment, SLAC experiment E-142 ran to measure spin reversal occurred a few times a day. As a result, effectively no uncertainty

the neutron spin structure function using a polarized 3He target 22 (also covered by from false asymmetries was present in this experiment.

Zein-Eddine Meziani2a). Scattering from a polarized 3He target is approximately The E-142 polarized aHe target is described in detail by- Gordon Cates. c}The

the sanae as scattering off a polarized neutron plus two unpolarized protons. This aHe nucleus is polarized using optical pumping techniques, z5'26 Circularly polar-

behavior results from the Pauti exclusion principle discussed in Lecture III. The ized near infrared laser light illuminates a target cell of aHe and rubidium vapor.

E-142 spectrometer was conceptually an extension of the E-130 spectrometer. The The outer shell electrons in the rubidium become polarized, and the rubidium po-

spectrometer was set up. this time. with two single arms. one at a scattering angle larization is transfered to the 3He nucleus via spin exchange collisions between the

of 4.5 ° and the other at 7 ° (see Fig. 37). The benefit of two arms located at small rubidium and 3He nucleus. The hyperfine interaction for this process is weak. and.

scattering angles gave a rather _4de coverage in x and Q2 with the smallest angles as a result, it took hours for the aHe gas to become polarized. However. once

providing the lowest x data. Small scattering angles also provided high statistics, achieved, the polarization of the 3He is stable due to the long time constants. Fig-
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SLAC E142 Spectrometers

TOP VIEW Dipo!eMagnets Hodoscope

1] ,,°" /,_' Ti:Sapphire

I Laser Argon-ion laser 3-_ 4.5° _q__..__.__.__4 _.. Ta_:jet . _ 7_eren_ov /

• e Beam 7 / ,/ e'x5 • x5• Main Coils •
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Target 5"6° 9"6° _
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F/oor

I I I I ....... I ....... 1
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meter ,G__

e- Beam Fig. 39. Tile SLAC E-142 experimental setup.

which holds the spins of the 3He in a particular orientation. Nuclear Magnetic
12-92 Drive Coils

7364A2 Pickup Coils Resonance techniques were used to determine the :_He polarization.

Fig. 38. Tile SLAC E--142 polarized 3He target.. An overview of tile experimental setup is given in Fi_lre 39. which shows a

top and side view of tile spectrometer magnets (which momentum analyze scat-

tered electrons and sweep out neutral background spray). The Cerenkov counters

ure 38 presents a s('hematic view of the l)olarized :_He target. Five sets of Argon ion were used to identify electrons, hodoscopes were used for tracking and momentum

lasers optically pumped five sets of Ti:sapphire lasers yielding approximately 5 W determination, and the lead-glass counters located in tile rear were used for an

of near infrared laser power per laser set. The circularly polarized laser light was 'additional determination of the electron energy from shower deposition.

directed onto the top chamber of a double chamber aHe target cell. The top cell Experiment E-142 collected and analyzed appro.,dmately 300 million events,

contained :_He at ,--, 9 atm and rubidium vapor at a few 1014 atoms/tin :_. Approx- more than two orders of magnitude greater than had been achieved in past spin

imatelv 50 torr of nitrogen is also present ill the target cells to aid in tile optic'a] structure function measurements. Tile results of the asvmmetries for the neutron

pumping process_ The polarizati(m collision l)rocess of aHe and rubidium occurs in as extracted from the 3He asymmetries is presented in Fig. 40. and for the structure

the top chamber, where the rubidium is trapped by controlled temperature gradi- function g_ in Fig. 41. One sees small negative asymmetries for the neutron and

ents. Polarized :tHe then diffuses down into the bottom chamber where the electron similarly small negative values for the neutron spin structure function. At face

beam passes. The entire target chamber was placed in a 30 gauss raagnetic field 57
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value, the results support the simple QPM description of the nucleon in which the
i T _ [ r

neutron spin structure function is expected to be small and negative.
0.2 --

6 Summary and Comparisonsn _

A 1 -

0 _ Now we compare the results from the three experiments (EMC, SMC, and F,-142).

l Figure 42 presents the proton asymmetry measurements of EMC. the deuteron
$

_ - asymmetry measurements of SMC, and the neutron asymmetry measurements from/

--0.2 | __ E-142. The smaller error bars on the neutron are a consequer.cc of the high statis-

tics. We can extract the neutron asymmetry measurement from CERN by taking

_/_[_L_L__/ twice the SMC deuteron results and subtracting out the EMC r_roton results. Corn-
0 0.2 0.4 0.6

parison of the results of the asymmetry measurements of the neutron from CERN
2-94 X 7586&_

Fig. 40. Results ofA]' versus x from experiment E-142. 1.00 I Ill] _ I I I I _ II[ I I I I III

n EMC Proton

0.75 -- • E142 Neutron

0.2 _T_T_T T T_ - <>SMC Deuteron -

o _ 0.50 -- i --

A1 - _
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Fig. 42. Comparison of A] verus x of the CERN EMC proton.

Fig. 41. Results of g_ versus x from experiment E-142. the SLAC E-142 neutron, and the CERN SMC deuteron.
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versus those fronl SLAC is given m Fig. 43. Immediately, the cmnplementary na-
[l_ I i I l lljll I I lJH JllIll

ture°f the information fronl the two types of experinlents is apparent. TheCEF_N t EMCProtoR + t t+ t

0.05
experiments with > 100 GeV beams penetrates to nmch lower x measurements.

The SLAC experiment measures over a more limited x range, but with large gains _,_in statistical precision. No disagreement in the neutron result is apparent from _ 0 - ,

Fig. 43. t P )d t 3 0 3±

_lll I I I I II Illl I I I I I lll[ 1 = • • 0.019

-0.05 i_J_Jl I J I ijllll I i __tll_]0.4 -- Q SLAC I -

OCERN , illJ I i i i IlllJ I I

0.2 -- E142 Neutron J i J__tn , _)+!-- 0.05--

A_ ?,!

0_ '
L o- t

( x 0 ..Li

, 4, _ ,i,'P,r-0.2 , -- _

,_ Ig_(x)ux=-o.o22• 0.oo7• 0.009
-0.4 -- I _ -0.05 ll_lJ I I l llllll I I I llll

lilIJ I I l I I ill] I I I _ _,._

0.01 0.1 1,, _a x _'.s_ 0.05 -

Fig. 43. Comparison of,47 versus x fi)r SLAC E-142 compared to CERN (using ,"_ ' I
a subtraction of the EMC proton result from the SMC deuteron result). "_"

× 0

A comparison of the structure flmction n_easurements from CERN EMC (pro-

ton). CERN SMC (deuteron) and SLAC E-142 (neutron) is given in Fig. 44. Ira- -0.05
mediately apt)arent are the large positive proton results, the small negative neu-

0.01 0.1 1

tron results, and the small positive deuteron r_ults. The deuteron results are 10-93 X 7542,,_

consistent with being an average of the proton and neutron results, which is just Fig. 44. Comparison of xgl versus x for the CERN EMC proton, the SLAC
a rt_tatement of the ('om'lusions drawn from Fig. 43. The appearance of a rapid E-142 neutron, and the CERN SMC deuteron. Here the deuteron is defined

by convention as being the average of a proton and a neutron.
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These are to be compared to tile Ellis-Jaffe sum rule prediction that
Table 2: Systematic Uncertainties

/o'Uncertainty EMC proton SMC deuteron E-142 neutron Proton g_l(z) dx "_ 0.17,

Beam polarization 0.0092 0.0015 0.001

/0Target polarization 0.0074 0.0010 0.0016 Neutron g'_(x) dx _ --0.02 ,

Dilution factor 0.0054 0.0010 0.003
and the Bjorken sum rule prediction that

Acceptance variation 0.0108 0.0130 -

/0Extrapolation to high x 0.001 0.004 0.003 - g'l'(x) dx _ 0.18 ,

Extrapolation to low x 0.002 0.003 0.006

Uncertainty in F.2 0.0071 0.0012 0.002 where the Bjorken sum rule value depends on t he Q2 of tile results being compared.

Radiative corrections 0.0016 0.0009 0.001 Detailed discussions on the implications of these three integral results are

Uncertainty on R 0.0007 0.0005 0.001 presented in the next lecture. With the three integral values given above, a first

A2 0.0030 0.0041 0.003 test of the Bjorken sum rule is po_ible as ot 1993. Each integral also provides a

statement on the quark spin contribution to the nucleon in the QPM.
convergence of the small-x asymmetries as x approaches zero is evidem. A tom-

Below are the references for the five polarized d(_p inelastic scattering spin
parison of systematic uncertainties from the three experiments is given in Table 2.

The largest uncertainties of the CERN muon experiments come from the false experiments which have been published up to now:

asymmetry possibility arising from possible variations in the spectrometer accel> Experiment Reference

tance between target spin reversals. The largest uncertainty in the SLAC neutron SLAC E-80 Phys. Rev. Lett. 37 (1976) i261

integral determination conies from the small x-extrapolation, which is limited by SLAC F_,-130 Phys. Rev. Lett. 51 (1983) I135

the low electron beam energ2". CERN EMC Phys. Lett. B206 (1988) 364

The results of the nucleon integrals are given in Table 3. The first error in the Nucl. Phvs. B328 (1989) 1

table is statistical and the second is systematic. CERN SMC Phys. Lett. B302 (1993) 553

Table 3: Nucleon Integrals SLAC E-142 Phys. Rev. Lett. 71 (1993) 959

EMC proton 0.123 + 0.013 + 0.019 Lecture III covers implications of the results, model interpretations, low-enerKv

SMC deuteron 0.023-t-0.020 + 0.015 implications, and near future and future experimental programs to measure in

E-142 neutron -0.022 + 0.007 + 0.009 detail the nucleon spin structure functions.
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Lecture III: Implications and Future Programs From these two integrals, we extract the difference betwoen the proton and neutron

integrals,
In this lex:ture, we examine the implications of the results from the three experi-

/0 /0 i' /'ments that have measured the nucleon spin structure functions over a range in x, gPll(X)d_- g'l(_) dx = 2 _(_) & - gf(_)& = o.2o + o.o7

providing a reasonable test of the Ellis-Jaffe and Bjorken sum rules. SLAC exper-

iments E-80 and E-130 do not provide much of a restriction on the proton integral Small corrections due to the D-state wavefunction of the deuteron have been

value, so thev are only discussed to a minimal extent. The consequence of the implemented, 1 but are negligible. The above result should be compared to the

1988 EMC proton result None has had extensive theoretical implications, and has Bjorken sum rule, which predicts

motivated the three programs that now exkst at CERN, SLAC, and DESY. This _o l gpl(x) dx - fool g'_(x) dx - 61 gAgv[1 --asi _0I9r,] . (1)
lex'ture will begin with a discussion of theoretical implications, and will end with

and the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule. which predicts,
a review of ongoing and future experimentN programs.

f0' 1_(x)dx = _ [9F-D! _ 0.17.
1 CERN versus SLAC

f0'Experiments to date provide first tests of ,_arious sum rules and of the Quark gf(x)dx = _ [15F- 5D i _ (t.15.

Parton Model. An instructive way to view the results is to divide the discussion
Conclusions from using the "CERN only" r_ults are that

into how to mterpret the r_ults using only the CERN measurements or using only
o The Bjorken sum rule is confirmed.

the SLAC measurements. The two experimental results from CERN are the EMC
o The Ellis-Jaffe sum rule is violated.

proton, which gives

o Quarks carry little of the nucleon spin.

/0'g_l(x) dx = 0.123 -4-0.023
' o The strange _a has a significant polarization.

and the SMC deuteron result which gives For clarification of the QPM conclusions, see the next section.

J_0 Commenting on the SLAC experiments, the "CERN view" would be that
1gd(x) dx = 0.046 ± 0.050.

the E-142 neutron and the SMC deuteron results agree_ over the measured range

Here. we have added the statistical and systematic uncertainties on the integrals (see Fig. 43). However. the SLAC data does not extend to low enough x. where

in quadruture, and the deuteron is written as the sum of a proton and a neutron, significant contributions to the neutron integral may be present.
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A "SLAC only' view of the data provides a measurement of the proton from 2 The Quark Spin Content Au, Ad, and As

E-80 and E-130, The extraction of the quark spin contributions comes from SU(3) symmetry.

cussed in relation to the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule (Lecture I, Sec. 7). The quantities to

1g_l(x) " be determined are As, Au, and Ad. and the sum over the three Aq = Au_Ad+As.
dx 0.17 + 0.05

To extract these three unknowns, we need thr_ equations. The EMC proton spin
The neutron from E-142 gives

structure function integral provides one,

f0' f0' 4 1 1 /ks = 0.126±0.0I 8 (2)g]' (x) dx = -0.022 ± 0.011 . _(x) dx = --_ Au + --_ Ad + 1--8 "

The difference Here. we take the value of the proton integral from the combined EMC. E-_N},and

E-130 analysis. 2 The Bjorken sum rule interpreted in the QPM provides a second

_(_ax- gi'(x)d_ = 0.192±0.051 equation,

Au-Ad = g__A= 1.254+0.006. (3}

is still consistent with the Bjorken sum rule (Eq. 1), and agrees with the Ellis-Jaffe gl,"

sum rule (for the neutron), Hyperon decay and the SU(3) model provides a third.

As--Ad = D-F=0.284±0.016- (4)

/0g_,(x)_ = 6F - 4D] = -0.02.

Here, F = 0.485 ± 0.012 and D = 0.769 ± 0.010, 3 With th_,e three equations, the

Conclusions from using the 'SLAC only" results are that: solutions for Au, Ad, and As give,

o The Bjorken sun: rule is confirmed. Au = 0.75 + 0.06 . Ad = -0.51 ± 0.06. As = --0.22 ± 0.06.

o The Ellis-Jaffe sum rule is confirmed.
The sum over the three parameters gives the total quark contribution to the nucleon

o Quarks carry approximately half the nucleon spin, just like they carry half spin,

the nucleon momentum. Aq = 0.02 + 0.16

o The strange sea polarization is snmll.

The "SLAC view" would be that the large statistical uncertainties of the CERN

results make it difficult to draw meaningful conclusions. _i9
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We see that the EMC proton result, which differs from the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule, does

indeed imply that the strange sea h_ a significant negative polarization, and the 1.oo I 1[ I 1[ I t[ I
--

totM quark contribution to the nucleon spin is small ("The Proton Spin Crisis").
0.75 -- J

Applying the same extuations using the neutron result from SLAC E-142, re- _ Ellis-Jaffe I E142 _

Tsuits in an equation for the neutron integr',d that replaces the proton integral
050m m

(Eq. 2). Aq _ --

l ,1 1 1 t eMC SMC

9['(z) dz = --18 Ad _- --18 Au 4-. _-_ As = -0.022 + 0.011 . (5) 0.25 --

Solving with Eqs. (2). (3) and (4) and updated values 4 for the F and D constants
0

(F = 0.47 5:0.04 and D = 0.81 + 0.03) gives. _ _

-0 25 .....__.__l_t J._I_L_
Au = 0.92 ± 0.06 . Ad = -0.33 + 0.04 , AS = -0.01 -t- 0.06 . ,.g, rs,,,,

Fig. 45. Total quark contribution to the nuch_Jn spin Aq for the EMC.

The total summed quark contribution now becomes SMC, and E-142 experiments.

Aq = 0.60 4- 0.11 . 0._ 1 I 1 [ 1 [ i

For the SLAC cause, the quarks are now carrying half the spin, and the strange sea - / E142 -
EIIis-Jaffe

polarization is snvall. ThL_ agrt__s with the Ellis-Jahre sum rule, which assumes a 0

zero polarization for the strange sea. No attempt is made to correct for a possible - -

(Q2 dependence on the r_ult from Eq. (5). This analysis reproduces approximately -0._ -- [ EMC --

t

SMC
the published E-142 resultsf' As -

Figure 45 presents a comparison of published results from the three experi-

--0.2 f

ments on the total quark contribution to the nucleon spin. They have markedly _

different central _-alu_. but given the substantial error bars, there is only a mild
-0.3

disagreement at this point. An average of the three data points is a plausible sce-
t I J t I

nario. Similarly. Fig. 46 presents a compark,;on of the three results on the strange ,-_* :s,r,2

sea polarization. Once again, the three results are in reasonable agreement if the Fig. 46. Strange sea contribution to the nucleon spin ,.Xs for the EMC.
SMC and E-142 experiments.
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m,' av_'ra_, ,ff the threr data points, otlce that the larger relative
N "

v

,'rror bars _m the st range sea polarization (as compared to the total quark contri- _ la- g+

, bution) Is due to the larger impact of the systematic uncertainties on As coming + ___from the F and D uncertainties. _ vv+ IN

The calculations in this section reproduce the published results. However, us-
75,12A6

10-93
mg identical F and D constams and errors, and accounting for the Q2 dependence

of tiw imegral resuhs from higher order QCD corrt_'tions, dots bring the central Fig. 47. Opposite-sign dimuon production.

vahles into somewhat better agrt_.'ment.

Bounds on t he st ras_ge sea moment um have been ext rat't ed7

3 Polarized Strange Sea /'_s(_)d_ < o.o4s± 0.(r22 (6)

]"he EMC proton mea.,mrement created a great interest in studying the possible This value is quite small and actually plat:es an upper limit '_-9 on the amount of

e.'dstence of a large polarized strange sea in the nucleon. Intuitively. it has been polarized strange sea As

a surprise that the strange sea polarization could be so large, in light of the fact s(x) t •= ._(x) + s"(z) > s' (z) -,s_(z) .that the totM strange sea in the nucleon is relatively small. - ,

lnfornmtion on the strange sea in the nucleon was estabhshed in deep inelas-, _; yielding As < 0.057 + 0.23(-0.057).

tic, neutrino scattering experiments in the 1980s. The production of opposite-sign Results of the SU(3) interpretation of the EMC data support the existence of

dimuon events in the final state of neutrino interactions provides some direct infor- a large polarized strange sea. since

mation on the total amount of nuch._on strange sea. xglJre 4 _ presents a diagram of As = f0 [sT - ¢_! dx _ -0.2

F " I

a neutrino interaction and the production of two opposite_sig n muons originating _ " (7)

from scattering off a strange quark From the measured rates of dimuons, the neu- The coexistence of As large and s 7-,- s; small appears to be a contra_liction. Three

trim) experiments have determined the total strange sea content of the nucleon to lines of reasoning have developed to explain the possible discrepancy.

First, there is a possibility that s(x) is large at low z (though xs(x) is small),
a rea,_:,nable pre('ision. The ratio of the amount of strange _a to the total amount

of sea wa,_ fi)und t(_ be, _i implying that the total amount of strange sea has b_n underestimated, There ks

A" - '2,s certainly a kinematic limit to the study of the strange sea from the dimuon anal-- 0.52 -t- 0.09.

u + d ysis of the neutrino data. Some fits l°Ax to the quark spin-dependent distributions
7'2
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appear to satisfy" the constraints on both the strange sea polarization and its mo- photon

mentum. There has been a tremendous controversy over this point. 9
q

Second. there could be a significant contribution from polarized gluons. The

gluon polarization could modi_" the amount of strange sea measured compared

to what exists m the nucleon. This model originates from the 'axial anomaly'

discussed in the nex't section.
1-94

7587A4

Third. a radical line of reasoumg is that perturbative QCD (PQCD) is wrong.
Fig. 48. Diagram of gluon contributions.

In this model (Sec. 5), the QPM ks assumed to be fine with a small strange sea

polarization and a small gluon polarization. The weak link is attributed to the
polarized quark contribution via

Bjorken sum rule itself. If the Bjorken sum rule is wrong (due to PQCD limita-

tion), then the extraction of Au. Ad, and A,s using the Bjorken sum rule becomes Aq_rue = Aq_n,_ as AG. (8)71"

meaningless. Here qi is a particular quark flavor. This contribution had not initially been

The role ofgluons, orbital angular momentum, and QCD violating models are regarded as significant, since it is a first order correction in as. However. there is

discussed in the following sections, no theoretical limit on the size or sign of AG. If AG is as large as 5. for instance,

then the true amount of polarized strange sea As true could be close to zero, even

4 Gluons and Orbital Angular Momentum if As meas _ -0.2. A result such as AG = 5 of course, is a huge polarization of the

gluons and has implications for the orbit-a] angular momentum of the constituents

The spin crisis brought on by the EMC proton spin structure function results in the nucleon) 7

produced a flur_" of theoretical papers. One of the most intriguing issues that A simple relation exists between the spin of the nucleon (1/2) and the contri-

arose was the possibility for a large giuon polarization in the nucleon. This effect bution of the various constituents to the nucleon spin

would manifest itself a,,-a modification to the observed amount of polarized strange 1

J = _ Aq+AG*_L. (9)
sea via the "axial anomaly'. 12-16 The diagram for the contribution of polarized

gluons to the scattering process is shown in Fig. 48. This diagram couples to the Here, J = 1/2 ks the nucleon spin. _q is the total quark contribution to the

polarization of each of the quark flavors and gives a modification to the amount of nucleon spin. AG is the contribution due to the polarized gluons, and AL is the
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contribution due to the orbital angular monlentum of the nucleon constituents, o The Quark Patton Model and SU(3) are adequate fi)r describing the the

This relation ha,s immt_tiate inlplications- nucleon and its structure. SU(3) synimetry breaking plays only a small role.

If the t_tM quark contribution to the nucleon spin is large, then tile amount of since the strange sea contribution is anyhow smM1. Therefore. Eq (4) becornes

polarized gluons and the oribital angular Inomentum of the quarks in the nucleon Ad _ F- D.

can be small. This was the old worldview of tile nucle,.m before the EMC data was o The EMC measurenlent is taken as fine

releast_l, o A large gluon contribution to the nucleon spin is taken as unlikely (AG is

If the quarks d¢_m_t c_ntribute much t_ the nucleon spin ('._Xqis small), and the small).

proton crisis is instead explained by the axial an_mlalv with large gluon polarization o The largo, str_lge sea implied bv the EMC results imply a vi¢_lation of the

(AG _ 5). then the orbital angular nlomentum contribution of the constituents Bjorken sum rule [Eq. (3)] in the QPM.

must be large (/',L _ -4.5). Such a large ,)rbital angular momentum is itself Au- Ad ¢ _9.4
surprising! 9t"

From proponents of t he violat ion of the Bjorken sum rule. there is no surprise.

5 A Perturbative QCD Violating Model PQCD is unable to explain quark confinement, and this inability shows up
in the measurements of the spin a_svmmetries A1 at low r The low-x asvrn-

The possible violation of the Bjorken sum rule is a carrot for the experimentalists, metries are closet to zero for the proton and neutron them expected from tile

One idea is that perturbative QCD corrections to the Bjorken sum rule are not Bjorken sum rule prediction. A replacement, the Fire String Model, :_ dot_

ad_tuate to account for the behavior of the nucleon and its spin. As reviewed in an excellent job at describing the EMC proton data for a!i z (see Fig. 49).

Lecture I. the Bjorken sum rule must be t_ted experimentally at finite Q2 where Results from this m,,del on the neutron prediction unfortunately were never

Pert urbative (PQCD) corrt_'tions are present: c',dculated.

J_0' _'(-') d.r - J_o' 9_'(z, d.r - 619"49,"[1-AP_'CD] . A closing comment on the PQCD violatint._, model: without the Bjorken sum ruie
pr_liction, the most precise results (_n the nt.,ct_on spin stru,-ture functio:_ inca-

For reasonably large Q2 from deep inelastic scattering, g__I'QCD is expected to surements to date do show an expected behavior as compared to the QP.M. At

be small, x near 0.3. tile results agrt_ with S[,r(6). At high x the.re is a tendency for the

The reasoning behind the QCD violating model proceeds a.s follows: asymmetries to rise tO one. though this has not been confirmt_t bv tile neutron

o The alnount of strange sea is small (fr_ml neutrino scattering.) and. as a measurements yet. At low at. there is a definite rapid loss of spi/l itlforntatiorl a.._;

consequence, the amount of polarized strange sea is smMl (As is small), the a.symmetrie._ quickly conw:_rg_,to zer_ (s_e Fig, 43) Without the constraints
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I [ I I I I I I i I ] I ! i I ! ! For the proton, there are presen_iv three types of targets being used to extract

the proton spin structure function (_oiid ammonia, solid butanol, and pure hydro-/
0.8 • EMc '--

i

gen gas). The butanol target consists of carbon and ox)'gen that are spin-0 nuclei./ I

A SLACE-80 I IIi= l/

A p -- O SLAC E-130 I_ J __ and therefore do not contribute any spin dependent nuclear uncertainties. Issues
such as the EMC effect 19 (i.e., that bound nucleons have different cross-sections

0_4 -- than free nucleons) give only a small correction to the denominator of the mea-

sured asymmetries. Ammonia. on the ,'_ther hand. has a subtraction that nt_(ls to

be made due to the polarized nitrogen. The nitrogen in ammonia is spin-1 and

polarized when the target is polarized. The shell model of nitrogen can be used0

to correct for this contribution. Here, a nitrogen (7 neutrons and 7 p_otons, and
II I I i i I llJl J I l I III
0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.02 0.05 spin-l) can be approximated as a carbon (6 neutrons and 6 protons and spin-0)

t -94 X 7587/k5

plus a deuteron (1 neutron and 1 proton, and spin l)

Fig_ 49. A_ versus x from EMC compared to the Fire String Model.
15 1 I I

of the Bjorken sum rule, the measurements are tending to agree with intuitive ex-

pectations. Future precision measurements of tht- , structure functions should be

able to nail down precise values of the QPM quantities and test the Bjorken sum _ 10 -
E
o

rule to a level of better than 10% (see Sec. 7).

6 Nuclear Uncertainties o.°
5

When the results from the various experiments are compared, one of the signifi- Z

cant questions asked is what are the sizes of the nuclear uncertainties in extracting

the proton and, even more importantly, the neutron spin structure functions, from 0 [ I

nonpure polarized proton and neutron targets. This section briefly reviews some 0 25 50 75 100
_-9, Proton Polarization (%) 7587A24

of the questions concerning nuclear uncertainties arising from the different target
Fig. 50. Nitrogen polarization versus hydrogen polarization in polar-

species, ized ammonia.
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The polarization of tile nitrogen in a solid, polarized ammonia target has been ton (2.79 ,UN) and the neutron (-1.91 ]_N): the difference is only on the order of

measured to be _ 13c/c compared to the polarized hydrogens :'° (see Fig. 50). Tile a couple of percent.

final effect oil the measured proton spin asymmetry from ammonia turns out to be The correction to this simple model of the deuteron comes from a small term

quite small: due to the quadrupole m, ment of the deuteron. There is a D-state contribution

.... 13/c) = 1.5_ in which the deuteron has the proton and neutron spins aligned antiparallel to the

Here _corr is the additive correction factor *hat is applied to the measured asym- deuteron spin (J=l L=2, and S=I). The D-state probability tL=,) is determined

metrv. Tile first fi_ctor of (-1/3) comes froin Clebsch-Gordon coefficients: the by theoretical calculations to be PD "_ 6c7c.1 This D-state correction is small, but

second factor of (1/3) comes from the ratio of the number of nitrogen to hydrogen has a large uncertainty since it is not directly measureable. 21,22 The complete

atoms, and the 13_ comes from tile polarization of nitrogen in a fully polarized correction which needs to be applied in order to extract the neutron integral from

ammonia target, the deuteron is 1
K-

The extraction of the neutron spin structure fimction is generally more tricky, 1 + 1.5 PL) '

since a free polarized neutron target is unfeasible. There are two nuclear specim where K is the correction factor and the multiplicative factor of 1.5 comes from

which presently allow for an extraction of the neutron spin structure function: the evaluating Clebsch-Gordon coefficients.

deuteron and 3He. A second method of extracting the neutron spin structure function comes from

The difficulty of measuring the neutron spin structure flmction as extracted the use of a polarized aHe target. To a large extent (_ 90_). the polarized aHe

from a polarized deuterated ammonia target (NDa) is more _evere than the amino- nucleus can be modeled as a polarized neutron plus two protons with spins aligned

nia target (NH._) since the nitrogen is spin-1 a.s are the deuterons. To alleviate this in directions opposite to one another (see Fig. 51). The antiparallel alignment of

problem, modern measurements of the deuteron spin structure function extracted the proton spins follows from the Pauli exclusion principle. The extent to which

from ammonia use an isotope lSND3, and even 15NHa. _, in SLAC experiment the 3He nucleus is described in such a model depends on the S-state probability

E-143 (See. 9.3). Neutron

The deuteron is t he simplest nucleus used for extracting neutron information, _ f

since it consists of a proton and a neutron in a relatively weak bound state (binding 3He

ener_, 1.1 MeV/nucleon). A polarized deuteron ('an be approximated as a polar-

ized proton plus a polarized neutron. The magnetic moment of the deuteron (0.857 Proton Proton _ss_/_

nuclear magnetons/_.,,,) is similar to the sum of the magnetic moments of the pro- Fig. 51. Schematic of polarized :_He in the S-state.
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Table 1. Three nucleon wavefunction Neutron

1 0 0.5 0 0 A 1 87.44 able

2 0 0.5 0 0 M 2 0.74

3 0 0.5 1 1 M 1 0.74
'-_ Proton Proton7587A25

4 0 0.5 2 2 A 1 1.20

5 0 0.5 2 2 M 2 0.06 Fig. 52. Schematic of polarized 3He in the D-state.

6 1 0.5 1 1 M 1 0.01

7 1 0.5 2 2 A 1 0.01 1 I I I I Ill I + I = I j Ill

8 1 0.5 2 2 M 2 0.01 o .-_"""_

9 1 1.5 1 1 M 1 0.01 _ Proton contribution -

10 1 1.5 2 2 M 2 0.01 -0.4 - // Mode_: --

11 2 1.5 0 2 M 2 1.08 g+ / /2if/ Woloshyn
12 2 1.5 1 1 M 1 2.63 -0.B

13 2 1.5 1 3 M 1 1.05 Neutor.- contribu_

/714 2 1.5 2 0 M 2 3.06 -1.2

15 2 1.5 2 2 M 2 0.18 _He

16 2 1.5 3 1 M 1 0.37
-1.6 I I I I I I III I I I i I I I t

0.01 0.1

I*94 X 7587A7

3He wavefunction. Table 1 presents results of a calculation of the 3He Fig. 53. Comparison of the 3He and neutron spin structure function

wavefunction= 23 A correction for the D-state of the 3He in which the proton spins from theoretical calculations.

parallel (Fig. 52) must be incorporated in the extraction of the neutron spin

structure function from measurements using polarized 3He. Figure 53 presents One of the theoretical land mines in extracting tile neutron from either 3He or

calculation 24 of the difference in the neutron spin structure function compared the deuteron is the possible existence of large spin-dependent meson exchange cur-

The overall difference is small. A more recent detailed calculation including rents. Meson exchange currents are known to exist in deep inelastic scattering, and

motion refines these results. 25 enter as corrections to the simple Born approximation description of the scattering
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process. Since these curreIJts are hard to calculate, it is difficult to know tile size of Intuitively, 3He is regarded as a bit more dangerous in terms of extracting

the correction. Hence. it is difficult to know what theoretical uncertainty needs to the neutron information. The binding energy (2.57 MeV/nucleon) in 3He is larger

be placed in e.xtracting the neutron, for example, from the various nuclear targets, than the deuterov, and the magnetic moment of the 3He (-2.12 /IN) is a worse

Pion and rho production are channels that can contribute corrections to the approximation (by 11%) to the free neutron (-1.91 #N) than a deuteron is to the

scattering process (Fig. 54). Off hand. pion production is not believed to be a sum of a proton plus neutron. The 11% difference is usually ascribed 26 to the

major difficulty, since this is a spin-0 particle and does not account for any spill- influence of meson exchange currents!

dependent effects. The e.xistence of pion exchange currents will only influence the To summarize, the general attitude towards measurements (of the neutron spin

denominator of the measured asymmetry. To the extent that tile as)qnmetry is
structure function, in particular) is to measure the quantity with as many different

small, pions play little role in the overall uncertainty.
targets as possible, so as to characterize the possible nuclear uncertainties. If the

e e ex-perimental results from different targets agree within experimental uncertainties.

it will be (somewhat naively) assumed that the nuclear corrections are indeed sinall.

re, p If the results disagree, then a new storm of theoretical work is likely to erupt.

"_' '_*_ 7 Testing the Bjorken Sum Rule

Fig. 54. Meson exchange current production.
The greatest motivation for measuring nucleon spin structure fl.lnctions is to test

Rho exchange currents are more problematic, since the rho is spin-1. Spin- the Bjorken sum rule. 27 The success of this sum rule is generally considered a

dependent scattering _,'ith a rho may produce an asymmetry that differs from the necessary condition for the validity of QCD, since the sum rule derivation uses

lowest-order deep inelastic scattering process. However. the effects of scattering tools that are essential to QCD.

with rho mesons v_."illonly become a problem to the extent that rho production In order to test the Bjorken sum rule. it is necessary to specify both experi-

is large (low Q2). the rho scattering asymmetry is large, and rho production is mentally and theoretically at what Q2 the test is being performed. The sum rule is

substantially modified by the existence of neighboring nucleons (the bound-state a relation valid at a particular Q2. Ideally, an experiment is performed at a fixed

nucleon differs from the free nucleon). The Bjorken sum rule should not depend Q2, and the integral over the proton and neutron spin structure functions are com-

much on meson exchange currents, since their effect should largely cancel out in pared. However, it is essentially impossible to achieve a measurement over a wide

the difference between the proton and neutron integrals, range in x at a uniform Q2: for example, low x implies low Q2.
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Generally, the method used to test the Bjorken sum rule proceeds as follows: A1 is only evident as x gets large, typically greater than 0.4. Such small variations

o Measurements are performed on A: versus x at the highest possible Q2 to of A1 with Q2 are beyond the precision reachable by any planned spin structure

ensure the results are from the deep inelastic scattering regime, function measurements. A recent preprint 29 evaluates the polarized extension of

o It is assumed that the A1 results are independent of Q2. the Altarelli Parisi equations, and also finds that the asymmetry variation with Q2
is small.

This behavior is nothing more substanitive than the view that the cross sections
o A Q2 independent A1 implies that the nucleon spin structure function gl at a

scale similarly for a TTand a TI. In most quark models of the nucleon, such behavior particular Q2 varies only as a function of the unpolarized structure functions

is evident. Figure 55 documents a typical quark model evolution 2s of A] with x and 1:2 and R (ignoring the small A2 term),
Q2. Notice that the abscissa is a logarithmic scale in Q2 and that the variation of

Al(x). F2(x,Q 2) (10)
gl(x'Q2) = 2z[---l+ R--_,Q--_j '

I I I ! I I I I I I _ The evolution of F2 and R with x and Q2 is well documented.

(a) - (b) ./ x=0.50._
0.40

A=0.4 GeV A=0.1 GeV To summarize, from the measurement of the asbnnmetries Al(x) and the

0.36 I J

x=0.50 0.40 known Q2 evolution of the unpolarized structures, f gl(x)dx can be extracted

0.32 _ J -- from Eq. (10) for any value of Q2.

0.28 _ 0.40 _ _ For the 'right-hand side' of the Bjorken sum rule containing the weak coupling

0.24 -- -- _ 0.30 -- constant, QCD corrections need to be applied. The best understood corrections

come from perturbative QCD that are calculated at this time up to third order in
0.20 - _ -

as. The Q2 dependence of the Bjorken sum rule is reflected in the variation with

0.16 _ 0.20 - _ 0.20 -- Q2 of as. Writing the Bjorken sum rule with a correction factor A PQCD gives

_ _ /0 /0'g_l(x) dx - g[=(x) dx -- 6 gv

0.06 =. 0.10 - 0.10 - Calculations on the value of A PQCD depend on the number of quark flavors that

0.04 _ 0.06 0.06 -- participate in the interaction. The first order term 3t in as is simple and has a co-0.04 -- 0.04
0.02 0.02

0 I I I I I I I [ I I efficient of 1, independent of the number of flavors. The results for the calculations
4 10 20 50 100 200 4 10 20 50 100 200

1._ Q2 [(GeV/c)2] 7587A10 up to third order 32 give

= ' +3.58 t 20.22 (11)
Fig. 55. Quark Parton Model prediction of A1 versus Q2 in different x bins. 7r
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for three quark flavors (_) = 3), and the overall value of the neutron integral is small, since A__ is everywhere

APQ CD = ._.L'a_rr4- 3.25 [___]2 + 13.85 [__]:3 (12) small. EvenrelativelylargechangesinF2andRwithQ2Lavelittleimpact
on the Bjorken sum rule, since the absolute value of the neutron integral is

for four quark flavors (,_,) = 4). The extraction of os itself depends on Q2 and the always small.

number of quark flavors,
Evolving the experimental results from the EMC proton, SMC deuteron, and

_ 12_-

as - [33- 2N/] ln[Q2/A'_cD]" (13) E-142 neutron measurement to various average Q2 tests the Bjorken sum rule.
Figure 56 presents the Bjorken sum rule prediction and its variation with Q2 using

Here AQCD is the QCD coupling constant which has been determined in numerous

fixed target and collider experiments: 0th, 1st, and up to 3rd order PQCD corrections, compared to the integral results

of EMC, SMC and E-142 evolved to different Q2. Each pair of integral measure-

AQCD _ 200 lk_eV ments provides a separate test. The difference between the measurements and the

Before comparing to the Bjorken sum rule, a few comments on the g] results are 0.3 --I I" 1 1" [ 1 ] r--

worth noting:o The majority of the contribution to the proton spin structure function inte-
/F up to 3rd order QCD

gral comes from the region near x of 0.3, which is naturally at a reasonably .__..__.______ no corrections

high Q2 (see Figure 44) ® 0.2 -- / 1st order QCD --• _= _ __ =-------> _ __ _---
o The value of the high-x measurements of the asymmetries has little impact -_ _ I_ PQCD and Higher Twist

on the spin structure function integral, since the spin structure function falls E"_ EMC/SMC
EMC/E142

to zero as F.2(x ) fails to zero at high x. _ 0.1 -- --

o The asymmetries A] for the proton as measured by EMC are small at small

x. Therefore. evolving the proton spin structure function to different Q2 has

little impact on the central value. Basically, the variation of f gl(x)dx with SMC/E142
0 __l L t__j__l_____L._.a__

Q2 is small. 2 4 6 8 10

-94 Q2 7587A 12
o The neutron spin structure function has the largest contribution to its own

integral at much lower x near x of 0.08. Therefore. it is much more sensitive Fig. 56. Bjorken sum rule prediction versus for 0th, ist and up
to 3rd order perturbative QCD corrections compared to results from

to the low Q2 behavior of the unpolarized structure function F2. However, experiments at CERN and SLAC.
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Published Results plot, the proton and neutron integrals represent horizontal and vertical bands,

0.3 . ]. respectively, and the deuteron integral represents a band at 45 °. The Bjorken sum

..... rule which gives a relation between the proton and neutron integrals represents an

independent band on this plot. The Ellis-Jaffe sum rule represents a point on this
0.2 Ellis Jaffe Sum Rule

plot, with a particular value for the proton and the neutron integral. All integral

0.1 bands represent a range corresponding to +2 a.
x
"o CERN Proton One final subject that keeps rearing its ugly head in the issue of testing the

o.o5. Bjorken sum rule is the role of nonperturbative QCD corrections. These correc-
0

tions, which vary as a constant divided by Q2 or Q4, are difficult to calculate,t--
c-

£ _ KI /<2@ u A= + . ....
-0.1 z

o
•_ . Typically the coefficients such as K1 are ex'tracted experimentally from the data by

subtracting out the normal PQCD corrections and fitting renmant variations to the
--0.2

± 2 ¢_ _ higher twist coefficients. This type of analysis is ctangerous in that any difficulty

• with the results will tend to get swept under the higher twist rug. Extractions of

-0.3 the higher twist terms from such a method have been employed for the unpolarized-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3

2,,,_ Neutron fg_(x) dx structure functions. Figure 58 shows, for example, the results of the coefficients for

a higher twist analysis involving the unpolarized structure function 3:_Fff- F_2. The
Fig. 57. Results on the integrals f _ versus f gl* from CERN and SLAC
compared to the Bjorken (a line) and the Ellis-Jaffe (a point) sum rules, precision needed to perform such an analysis for spin structure functions requires
Bands correspond to -t-2a.

the next round of experiments.

prediction is minimal. There is no error assigned to the theoretical uncertainty Recent calculations using various QCD inspired models of nucleon structure

coming from the lack of precision in the extraction of AQCO in Fig. 56. No evi- have been done to try to estimate the higher twist contribution to the t3jorken

dence for a violation of the Bjorken sum rule exists from this data, assuming that sum rule. 34 These calculations were applied in a recent analvsis a5 of the E-142 and

the coefficients of the PQCD corrections are indeed calculated correctly. SMC experimental results. The results indicated a large contribution of higher

A nice method of presenting the world data is to plot the proton integral twist terms at low Q2. The calculations were later found 36 to be based on flawed

versus the neutron integral as bands of possible values (see. Fig. 57). In such a assumptions carried over from the original formalism, :_7thus implying incorrect
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evolve the proton and neutron structure functions separately as functions of Q2 due

to the higher twist terms. Experiments performed at high Q2 will hopefully be safe
0.3 I !

from higher twist corrections since, by definition, they decrease as Q2 increases.

0.2 - Higher Twist k/Q2

8 Low-Energy Spin Physics
0.1 -

_-- A few low-energy spin-physics issues address the same questions provided bv the
s

® high-energy spin physic_ experiments. Three relevant topics are polarizt_t photon-
°_o_

" 0 _ _ nucleon scattering, neutrino-proton elastic: _:attermg and precision hvt)erfine rhea-

-0.1 - _ / surements in atomic physics.

-0.2 - F_ -F_ / T A sum rule which has been arguably relevant to interpreting how the nut'leon
spin structure functions may evolve with Q2 is the Drell-Hearn-Gerasimov (DHG)

-0.3 ..........k._.___t__ sum rule. a9,4° This sum rule states that at Q2 = 0, there is a relationship between
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

_-_ X rSSrA_ the spin-dependent scattering cross sections of circularly polarized photons by lon-

gitudinally polarized nucleons to the anamolous magnetic moment of the nucl_n

#. The sum rule states that for the proton or neutron _paratel.v.if,p_/.m
Fig. 58. Higher twist corrections to, 2 "2 versus a" for unpolarized scattering.

9

"_ °:_/2 - al/2 du - (I4)
) u M ' •

conclusions in the updated analysis. 35 A different approach, using limits from mea- where AI is the nucleon mass. ¢._is the fine structure constant, t/is the ener_" of the

sured unpolarized higher twist contributions, finds that the effects are small, but in virtual photon, and o'1/2 (o3/2) is the scattering ('ross se.wtion ft_r the photon and

a direction that would only worsen the disagreement, as Although higher twist el- nucleon spins antiparallel (parallel). For the photon at a value (_fQ2 the integnd

fects are generally believed to be smMt at reasonably high Q2. there true value is un- may be rewritten in terrns of the structure fimction 41 91 (.r. Q2).

known. The calculations of higher twist effects are difficult and model-dependent, 2rn2 /and at present poorly knowm. I(Q2) = --_ ,, gl(x) d.r . (15)

To summarize, the higher twist effects present us with a number of difficulties. There is expected to be a smooth transition from Q2 of 0 where the DHG sum rule is

Since they are hard to calculate, the error on any calculation is large. They, there- valid to high Q2 where the Bjorken sum rule is valid. Fi_lre 59 presents a pictorial

fore. present a significant theoretical uncertainty to interpreting measurements of of how the sum rule and proton integral may evolve with (22. It is interesting to

the spin structure functions at finite Q2. There is also no prescription on how to 9a
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The search for a large measureable polarized strange sea (implied by the EMC

Proton - Neutron
0.12 DHG Valve result) from low-energy elastic neutrino proton scattenng 44 is an ongoing effort.

0.10 --_
_ Due to the helicity-con_rving nature of neutrino scattering, neutrino interactio[Ls

0.08 -
_ are sensitive to the axial vector currents Aq, from elastic neutrino proton scat tering

0.06 k At Q2 = 0, the Z ° boson exchange coupl_ to the quarks via
,\ Bjorken Sum Rule

0.04 _,_Proton - Neutron)

0.02 - Proton EMC_ u_Y#w'5u d"fl_ ^f5 d s_ _5,'i ,N

0 I I I I I , which is proportional to Au - Ad- As in the proton. This gives a completely new
5 10 15 20 25 O2 [(GoV) z]

equation (See. 2) for the determination of the various quark spin contributions to

the nucleon spin, and allows, for example, an independent solution for the strange

sea polarization.

-0.79 -

Proton A significant technical challenge exists for relating the neutrino results to the
DHG Valve _-_

r_TA_, theory. To obtain the Q2 = 0 value from the present mea,sure_l Q2 ¢ 0 data

2 ') _

Fig. 59. A prediction for the evolution of I versus Q2 over the range requires an extrapolation using a form factor. F = 1/i1 + Q /M_i. The world

from deep inelastic scattering to Q2 = 0. average 45 ks Ma = 1.032 + 0.036 GeV. Such a value gaves the r_ult for a polarized

note that the DHG value of the proton integral is negative at Q2 = 0. implying strange sea of As = -0.15 + 0.09. Although this appears to support the EMC

that there is a crossover point where the low Q:Z corrections will make the integral result, it should be noted that a fit to As = 0 Wves a mass of Ma = 1.06 which

change sign. This has been used as an argument that the positive proton integral is within one stasldard deviation of the world average. A program of more preci_

will get smaller than expected in the high-energy limit, possibly explaining the low elastic neutrino _'attering measurements 46 at low energi_ avoids the extrapolation

EMC proton result, difficulty, and aims to determine As to a precision near ±0.05.

Recent criticism 42 of this type of analysis has been directed at the formalism An amusing connection betwe+,n the high-ei:ergy world ,_f deep inelastic scat-

that connects the spin structure function integral to the Q2 = 0 integral. If this tering and the low-energy world of precision measurements in atomic physics is "also

criticism holds, the argument presented by the DHG sum rule will not explain the addressed by the spin questions. An old problem in atomic physk-s is the issue of

' the hyperfine splitting in hydrogen, which depends on the spin-dependent polar-proton spin crisis a,s originally p xstmated. Experiments are being planned to test

this sum rule directly. 4:_ izability of the proton. Basically. the experimental measurement of the hyperfine
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splitting in hydrogen has been measured to an arcuracy where the spin structure will still provide reasonable statistics, since the beam current is enormous

function contribution from gl is noticeable: 47 (60 mA).

o The HERMES spectrometer should be able to tag outgoing hadroni( par-
ExI)eriment Av = 1420405751.7667(!10) Hz.

ticles, such as pions and kaons, for more detailed l_)larization dependent

From theoretical calculations, nuclear studies. Such investigations are known to extra_:t aHditi,,m',d spin-

Au = AUF. (1 + &4Er) + 6p) . dependent structure functions 49 that can be used to extract new detaih_t

information on nucleon spin structure. Among the goaL,, i.- ,o det,_rmim_ the
where br, is a term which depends on gl(x) and is on the order of a few ppm.

contribution of valence, sea aud straslge _a quarks. The statist ical accuracy

9 Future Programs of the HERMES experiment should be similar to or superior to that of SLAC.
assuming that HERMES casl run parasitically with the cullider projet_s at

Thr_ programs now exist to study nucle_m spin structure functions with preci- HERA.

sion: one at DESY, one at CERN. _ld one at SLAC. The three have very differ- Progress in the development of the polarized gas targets for HERMES ht,._,_b_-m_

ent experimental approaches for determining the nucleon spin structure functions impressive. 5°'51 Table 2 presents the propo:,_t specifications fi_r demdties and fl,m"

ran_ng from high energies at moderate statistical precision to high precision at rates for the polarized targets and compares them to th,_ a(_hi_.v_i m st(,rag_ ring

low energit_, tests. These tests have been accomplished in the pr_en,e of ionizing radiati,_II {t}l,'

9.1 HERMES at DESY primary source of target depolarization from el(_:tron beanL,,) at a h'v,q _-_m_parable

to that planned for the runs at DESY. Figur_ • 60 pw_eat.,. _ _h_,ma_i_ Iav,,v._ ,,f a
A new program called HERMES *_ using ultrapure polarized targets is now

developing at DESY. The HERMES collaboration at DESY will build pure polar- Table "2. HERMES Target Pro_re_,,

ized gas targets in the HERA storage ring, and studv the scattering of _ 30 GeV Condition f Proton _i :_He

Tpolarized electrons off polarized gas targets. The scattered electrons will be de- Flow rate 8 x 10_i Hz [ 1.2 × l017 ttz

tected in a large acceptance forward spex:trometer. This program has a number of Density I 1 × llil4/"cn: 2 i 3 :-. I014 ,'_'m2

Mvantages over the SLAC and CERN experiments: Polarization 45c)_ .[ 50'_(

o The targets consist of pure gas_ of hydrogen, deuterium, and 3He. As a Proposal ProFction J

result there is no background from windows, and the dilution factor will be Det_ity 1 × 1014/elI12 +I :tl X t0 t4 CIH2

Polarization _0';{ i 505;
close to one (barring beam halo scattering from side walls). The thin targets
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Fig. 60. Schematic of polarized gas targets at HERMES.

polarized target installed in the HERA beaunline, The polarization process occurs -., ././-/"
in azl upper chamber. The polarized atoms are then directed into the beamline "_ -_,_._

where the intera_'tior_s take place. Measurements of the target polarization are Fig 61. HERMES sp+_'tr_mwter.

performed in a _parate bottom chamber connected to the beamline. Waste gas

is pumped away by diffusion pumps. No windows are present m the scattering determination. A projet.tion of the statistic',d pre<:i_ion of the HERMES expermlent

process, is given in Fig. 62 a.ssuming a specified number of data collection hours.

Figure 61 presents a layout of the spec,rometer under coimtruction by the The important i._;u_ that HERMES fiu_.,.-s:are:

HERMES collaboration. The spectrometer has a large at:ceptance, and multi- (1) is the parasitic running with the collider project po.,_sfl)le.

pie particle identification and energy measurement devices. To summarize, track- (2) is the beam ener_" limit of 30 GeV adequate for running at high Q2 az_d tow

ing chambers and bodo_'opes are used for triggering, tracking, and timing: lead- z. amd

glass and transition radiation dete<-tors (TRD) are used for particle identifica- (3) will the results from HERMES [)e ()n a sufficiently fa,,_t time _'ale _() be

tion and ener_,_ determination. A strong mallet bends particles for momentum com[_,titive.



0.4 I[ I I I [ I [ [ ![ I I I [ I I I '[' order to extrart tile proton spin structure fun,-tv,n "I'hl_ tm_asur,.m,_nt ha.- re-
f' :/;i • i,t_centlv reported r'a a preliminary r_ult fi,r the pr_mm mt_'_ral .,_ :::

0.2 m -- 0.152 :t: 0.015 (stat) ± 0.018 (syst) The higher v_due than the EM(' r_.'suit tt.n(tb

171O0 0 to support less "crisis" oriented conclusions regarding the Iluch-_n spill The inlpli-
0 o

0 cations of this result ks a story in itself It relrna.lnS an t,xt:'rcise to _-alculat,, Xu.

-0.2 _ O -- z2xd,and As from the new SMG proton tnea.surement iue;ing Eqs (2). (3) arm 14;_

gn 0 Si/lce the result is freMl and comes after 1993. this le_-tur_- will not dib_if>..-th, ira-
-0.4 _ O --

_ + _ plications.
During 1994. SMC will run for more statistical ])r_,'_'isio/1 (_rl tho pr_,t,m

-0.6 _

The collaboration hopes ultimately to t_t the Bjorken sum ruh' t,_ a I,,vpl ,_f

-0.8 _ _ _ 10%. Figure 63 presents the prop()sal statistical err_r ()n the neutron a.'_';mrnptrv

-I .0 -- -- I 1 ! ! /
,t

/

i I ! I 1 1 i _l ti 1 I i t t t l ! o.75 //• 2

0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 /
2-94 X 7567A18

Fig. 62. Projected statistical uncertainty on g_ versm; z for a specified number 0.50 - //
fl i

of data colh,ction hours at HERMES. A1 /

0.25 - / -
/

To summarize, the HERMES program should give definitive systematicMly /

clean measurements of tim proton and neutron spin structure functions at reason- 0 /

ably high Q2 and pr°vide a first l°°k at m°re ex°tic spin structure functi°ns'at_ __.___@

-0.25

9.2 SMC at CERN l 1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

The program launched by tile EMC proton experiment and now developed 2-9, x :ssT,,_

by the SMC ('ollaboration s2 plans to continue running for the next couple of Fig. 63. Proposed statistical un(-ertaintv (,n .4'[ versu....r f,,r r!:,. SM(

years During 1993. SMC oolite'ted data t,_smg a polarized butanol target in experiment m the future.

tttl
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measurement A_ _ by SMC. These are substantially larger error bars than have been ........ I ........

ax-hieved in tile neutr()n measurenlent of experiment E-142. However, the SMC 0.08 - -

mea"_urement v¢ill be at higher average Q2 and will make measurements °fthe ",SLAC t_11 lq_ll

asymmetr_.'tolowervaluesofz(belowxofO.O1).Evenwiththelargerstatksti-integral comparable uncertainty. II t }I

0.06 - o CERN m -
ca] error bars on the point-to-point basis, the overa.ll statisticM uncertainty on the

neutron should be to the systematic x_ I

0.04-

9.3 Experiments E-143, E-154, and E-155 at SLAC _ 1

Thethird program that wit] nlea,'mre the nu('h_m spin structure functions is at 0,02 1 _ i _ I ]

SLAC. Experiment E-142. which extrax:ted the neutron spin stru('ture function

with a polarized aHe target, is complete. Experiment 54 E-143 is currently run-
" 0 I l | ' _ ' ' i ] 1 I _ ' ' ' '

0.01 0.05 0 1 0.5 1
ning (N_vember 1993 to January 1994). This experiment will [nea._ure tile pro- ,_

- X ;_ 7,_"2

ton and deuteron spin structure functions using the polariz(_t elt_'tron beam at Fig. 64. Statistical error bars on the E-143 proton spin structure func-

10 to 3t1 GeV and a polarized ammonia target. Statistical uncertainties on the ti,)n _' versus z. (-,mq)ared t_) the EM(' prot,.m me_surement.

proton (neutr(,n) integrM should be smaller than (similar to) those obtain_t in The experiments E-154 an_t E-155 (:_[{e target r'_; an(t ammonia target n7

E-142 aild the range in x shoul(t extend down to near ().02 (see Fig. 64). Am- r(_pex'tively), will nleasure the tlu('t('¢,ll _t_lIl structure fum_ti(,ns at a high t)r_'isl_II

monia targets, as compared to butanol targets, are more robust in terms of over a reasonably large Q2 With a 51)G_,V polarized el¢,(tron beam. nwa.,4urement

their resistance to radiation damage from the electron beach. 55 In addition, the of the nu('leon structure function to lower x near ().01 will also be possible, still

a.tmnonia targets have a larger dilution factor than the butanol targets. The maintaining Q2 > 1 Ge\ :2, The technic_d challeng(_ fa('in_z the E-154 and E-155 ex-

one disadvantage of the ammonia target in the electron beam. as comi)ared to periments come in the implementation ,)f new st)_-'trometer and (tet(_'t()r packag_

the gas targets of HERMES and E-142 and the muon experiments of CERN, in order to handle the high backgrounds fr()m nm(h higher instantaneous currents.

is that _he external radiative corret'tions in the E-143 experiment will be tile At 50 GeV. tile pulse teng_h will be only 100 ns. as oppos(_t to 1 t,s us_t it, E-142

.,,e?, e, t_i det e('t ()rlargest. Recently. SLAC has approved tw,) m_re experiments to run with a 50 and 2 /_s being used m E-143. New. faster, and more finely . _m I,t

GeV beam in End Station A. which are followup experiments to E-142 and E..-143. packages must be built. An example of the x-(t*'pend_n(:e ,)f t he aswnmetri_ to

be measured in E-154 (< (0 2 >_ 5 GeV 2) is sh_,wn in Fi_. 65 co/npar_i to that

1(1"2 I{121



Future SLAC

0.3 ........ I ........ J 0.3 _1 T_
O E154 (5.5degrees) J

0.2 - [] E154 (2.75degrees) / 1 o
• E142 0.2 z

A_ 0.1 - __ _1 EllisJaffe Sum Rule

' Ol  rooo- 0 o 0
-0.1 - - _--

+ ° 0
e-

-O.2 - _ 2
IX.

-0.1
-0.3 , i A.., , , , ,l i , , , , , , ,

0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1

;,_r/'J_zl X

Fig. 65. Proposed statistical uncertainties on A_ versus x for the 50GeV -0.2 ± 2 a
3He experiment (E-154).

-0.3 I 1 I I
achieved in E-142 (< Q2 >_ 2 GeV2). Experiment E-155 will measure the proton -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 O1 0.2 0.3

I nand deuteron spin structure function to a precision similar to E-143. In terms of _2+* Neutron gl(x) dx

Fig. 66. Propos_t error bamt_ for tht_ pr()ton and neutron irltegr:_ls f(_r
testing the sum rules, after the completion of E,-154 and E-155, the precision on the future SLAC 50 (;oV experim_nts (for both E 154 an,i E t-)5).
the sum rule tests should be impressive. Figure 66 presents a possible projection

of the tests of the sum rules similar to that presented in Fig. 57. It is assumed

in Fig. 66 that the E-154 and E-155 experiments measure the same central values 10 Conclusions
as the EMC. SMC. and E-142 experiments for the proton, deuteron, and 3He. but

with the proposed precision of E-154 and E-155. Clearly, the precision is superior Table 3 summarizes the prop_:_ed and publtsht_t statiMic;tj (..,yst,mlati,'} tm__'r_ain-

ties from the world experiments ,)n zm,:le,m spin structure fllllq.'l'iOIl int,.gTals [:_v
to the first round of experiments. Once again, the bands correspond to +2 stan-

dard deviations, the time thee programs are complele, ther- will |),, a v_L_ r_our,e ,_f data t,n

nucleon spin strm'ture fun('ti,zls Ea_h pr,)gram h_L-qmte different _xt).r:.n,.I_al

11)4 105



Table 3. Proposed and published errors on nucleon spin integrals. References

Experiment Proton Deuteron 3He [1] M. Lacombe et al.. Phys. Lett. B101 (1981) 139.

EMC (1988) 0.010 (0.015) .... [2] J. Ashman et al., Nucl. Phys. B328 (1989) 1.

SMC (1993) - 0.020 (0.015) - [3] M. Bourquin et al., Z. Phys. C21 (1983) 27.

SMC proposal 0.006 (0.010) 0.009 (0.007) -
[4] R.L. Jafte and A. Manohar, Nucl. Phys. B337 (i990) 509.

E-142 (1993) - - 0.007 (0.009)
[5] P.L. Anthony et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 71 (1993) 959.

E-143 proposal 0.003 (0.010) 0.005 (0.011) _--

E-154 proposal -- - 0.003 (0.004) [6] H. Abramowicz et al., Z. Phys. 15C (1982) 19.
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